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The thesis aims at identifying the problematic issues of Hungarian vowel harmony and 

discussing the results of the sociolinguistic experiment. The objective of this study is to 

relate findings in the literature on Hungarian vowel harmony to the results of the 

experiment. Though there exists abundant research on Hungarian vowel harmony, there 

is relatively little known about the realization of vowel harmony in the speech of 

bilingual Hungarian speakers. In my experiment I recorded the responses of 30 

participants in order to determine their selection of suffix vowels, their use of vowel 

harmony and their deviation from the standard responses. I examined vowel harmony in 

three speaker groups with different lengths of stay in Canada and hypothesized that 

differences in the use of vowel harmony could be attributed to them. Based on the results 

of the experiment, I propose that there is evidence of language change in progress. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hungarian is a language that exhibits voywel harmony. According to Glissenhoven 

and Jacobs (1998), vowel harmony is a phonololgical process, a subclass of long-distance 

assimilation, and it excludes certain combinations of vowels in the word. Vhg6 (1973) 

describes it as a process in which a particular vowel assimilates to another vowel in some 

feature specification. Hungarian vowel harmony spreads from left to right and from roots 

to suffixes, a process of progressive assimilation. For example, in Hungarian 'to Peter' is 

Pe'ter-nek and 'to Martin' is Mdrton-nak. Pe'ter-nek consists entirely of front vowels and 

Mdrton-nak entirely of back vowels. 

Though there is an abundant source of information regarding Hungarian vowel 

harmony in the literature, there exists relativelly little sociolinguistic research involving 

bilingual Hungarian speakers. The goal of this thesis is to relate the findings in the 

literature of Hungarian vowel harmony to the results of the sociolinguistic experiment 

with bilingual Hungarian speakers. The thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 1 I 

present background research of Hungarian vowel harmony. In this chapter I  discuss the 

characteristics of vowel harmony systems, present the Hungarian vowels with their 

feature specifications and analyze vowel harmony. This includes the rfelationship 

between backness harmony and rounding harmony, the neutral vowels and problematic 

issues. Then I discuss previous phonological anaylses of Hungarian vowel harmony, 

early analyses and more recent analyses. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of 

previous experimental studies. In Chapter 2 I present my experiment on vowel harmony 

involving bilingual English-Hungarian speakers in Vancouver, describe the experiment in 

detail and explain the goals of the experiment. I then present the results of the 

experiment and provide analysis. I divide the participants into three speaker groups and 

test the hypothesis that differences can be attributed to the three speaker goups. In 

Chapter 3, I summarize my analysis of Hungariim vowel harmony and discuss the results 

and implications of my experiment relating to research on vowel harmony witlh bilingual 

English-Hungarian speakers in Vancouver. 



CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

1.1 Characteristics of Vowel Harmony 

An examination of vowel harmony by Ultan (1973) in a number of different 

languages indicates that the following features are characteristic of all of them: 

1) vowel harmony is usually triggered by a root or stem vowel, 

2) the domain of vowel harmony is almost always the morphological word, 

3) vowel harmony is systematic rather than sporadic, 

4) since the essence of vowel harmony is the alternation of vowels or classes of vowels 

determined by similar vowels or classes of vowels, there must always be at least two 

classes of vowels in any vowel harmony system that are mutually exclusive of one 

another within the domain of harmony.' 

Ultan notes that adjacent vowels are more likely to assimilate to one another and 

the more removed they are from one another, the less likely they are to assimilate. In 

Hungarian, the most effective way of defining the vowel which triggers vowe:l harmony 

is to identifl it as the root-final vowel which conditions successive suffix volwels. For 

example, februdr-ban 'in February' has a root-final back vowel which conditifons a back 

vowel in the suffix. Compare this to november-ben 'in November', a root-fmal front 

vowel which conditions a front vowel in the suffix. 

1 This does not apply in the case of doublets (see section 1.5.4). 



1.2 The Hungarian Vowels 

In order to investigate vowel harmony in Hungarian, it is necessary ;to establish 

the Hungarian vowel inventory as shown in (2). Hungarian has fourteen vowels, seven 

long and seven short. The examples cited will be in Hungarian orthography. Therefore, I 

will provide the phonetic symbols of the respective Hungarian orthographic: vowels in 

(1). 

(1) 

Hungarian Orthographic Vowels 

b l  i [il u [u] ii [YI 

[a:] i [i:] 6 [u:] u [Y:] 

[&I 0 [o] 0 [01 

[e:] 6 [o:] o [0:1 

(2) 

Hungarian Vowel Inventory 

SHORT 

FRONT 

[-round] [+round] 

high i Y 

mid 0 

low E 

BACK 

[+round] 

u 

0 

3 

LONG 

FRONT BACK 

[-round] [+round] [-round] [+round] 



Ringen (1988) points out that the long and short vowel systems are not totally 

symmetrical. The long low back vowel is m3unded whereas the short low back vowel 

is rounded; there is no short mid front vowel (in standard Hungarian) nor any long low 

fiont vowel. 

The vowel features which are relevant for the classes of vowels in the 

sociolinguistic experiment are [+/-back] and [+-/-round]. All the Hungarian vowels can 

be classified with these features. The front umounded vowels e,  6, i and i share the 

features [-back, -round], the front rounded vowe:ls 0, 4 ii and u [-back, +round], the back 

vowels a o, 6, u and 2i [+back, +round] and the back vowel h, the only unroilnded back 

vowel in Hungarian, shares the features [+back, -round]. 

Compare this system to the symmetrical vowel inventory system of Turkish 

which provides us with an example of a perfectly symmetric vowel system of eight 

vowels: four rounded, four back, four high. Thle vowel chart below gives the features of 

these eight vowels. (Levi, 2000) 

Table 1 

Turkish Vowel Inventory 

According to Fee (1990), historically the: Hungarian language contained both mid 

and low front vowels, but these have been merged in most dialects. Of the vowel pairs, 

Keresztes (1999) states that the short vowels and their long counterparts closely 

correspond to one another in most cases. The @,reatest difference is in the 9-a:, e-e: pairs 

High 

Back 

Round 

because they consist of vowels which differ phoinetically from one another. 

1 

+ 
- 
- 

e 

- 
- 
- 

Y 

+ 
- 

+ 

0 

- 
- 
+ 

i 

+ 
+ 
- 

a 

+ 



1.3 Vowel Harmony in Hungarian 

Hungarian has two types of vowel hamony, backness harmony and rounding 

harmony. Nadasdy and Siptiu (1994,95) state "A magyar fonolbgia t a l k  legkrdekesebb 

jelensCge, hogy a magrinhangzbk elolsCg szempontjabbl harmonizalnak." [F'erhaps the 

most interesting phenomenon of Hungarian phonology is that the vowels harmonize with 

respect to backness] . 

1.31 Backness Harmony 

To illustrate that the vowels of a Hungarian word must agree in backness, Sipkir 

and Torkenczy (2000) provide the following examples: 

(a) perd-iil-6s-etek-ti3 'from your (pl.) twirling around 
(b) ford-ul-6s-otok-t61 'from your (pl.) turning around 

We notice that in (a) there are only front vowels and in (b) only back vowels. In 

backness harmony, all the vowels of the word must agree in backness. Therefore, they 

must share the feature values [+back] or [-back]. 

1.3.2 Rounding Harmony 

Hajdu (1975) notes that Hungarian also differentiates between rounded and 

unrounded vowels. The rule of rounding harmony is that front rounded vowels (0, ii) 

may not occur with front mounded or back vowels. All the vowels of the word must 

agree in rounding. Therefore, they must share the feature values [+round] or [-round]. 

Hungarian rounding harmony affects only the first suffix following the stem and is 

therefore less extensive than backness harmony. For example, 'to land' is falld-hoz but 

'to my land' is fold-em-hez. In fold-hoz there are only front rounded vowels but infold- 

em-hez the front rounded vowel is restricted to the initial syllable, the root, and the 

successive vowels are front mounded. 



In Hungarian some suffixes have a third variant to be used when ther'e is a front 

rounded vowel within the word. We can compare hdz-hoz 'house-to', viz-hez 'water-to' 

but gyiimolcs-hoz 'fruit-to'. Collinder (1965) states that rounding harmony occurs in 

Hungarian, Eastern Cheremis and Selkup, all llanguages which have been subjected to 

Turkic influence. Hajdu explains that this can be seen in the Hungarian noun suffixes; 

some such as -ban/-ben 'in' have back and urlrounded front vowel forms only, while 

others, such as -hod-hed-hoz 'to' have two front-vowel forms, one mounded and the 

other rounded. Roots taking an mounded front vowel take the form -hex, e.g., kiz 

'hand' -&zhez, but those containing a rounded vowel require the form -hiis:, e.g., b& 

'skin' -b&hoz, tu'pin' - tunhii~. In the case of lback vowels, there is only one form -hoz, 

for both rounded and mounded roots (tir 'gentleman' - zirhoz, vdr 'castle' vhhoz). The 

use of the suf3ix variants -baden and -hoz/he;r/hoz will be tested in the sociolinguistic 

experiment (see sections 2.2.1'2.2.2 and 2.2.3). 

1.4 Alternating Suffixes 

SiptAr and Torkencay (2000) list various types of alternating suffixes in terms of 

the vowel pairsltriplets that alternate in them: 

(4) 

il u lLb-il 'legged' fej - u 'headed' 
u ii hhz-unk 'our house' kert-dink 'our garden' 
b o vk-6 'waiting' (adj .) kCr.-6 'asking' (adj .) 
o o e hhz-hoa 'to (the) house, fiild-hoz 'to (the) land 

kert-hez 'to (the) garden 
L C vhr-nL 'helshe would wait. for it', kCrnC 'helshe would ask for it' 
a e hk-ban 'in (the) house', kert-ben 'in (the) garden' 

NSldasdy and Siptk (1994) note that there can be as many as four alternative 

suffixes in Hungarian. When there are four alternative suffixes, two are back vowels and 

two are fiont (front rounded and front unrounded). In those cases where there are two 

back vowel suffixes, they are a and o. To exemplify this, they list the four alternative 

plural suffixes in Hungarian: -ak, -ok, -ek, and -tj;k. 



hhz 
hid 
hold 
bab 
bot 
hllr 
fej 
hit 
holgy 
bor 
bun 
t6k 

h5lz-ak 
hid-ak 
hold-& 
bab-ok 
bot-ok 
hi'lr-ok 
fej -ek 
hit-ek 
holgy-ek 
bor-ok 
bun-ok 
tok-6k 

' houses7 
'bridges' 
'moons' 
'beans' 
'sticks7 
'strings' 
'heads' 
'belliefs' 
'ladies7 
'skins' 
'sins' 
'squashes' 

Although the words in (c) and (e) both contain the vowel o, they take different 

plural suffixes. For this there are historical reasons relating to the presence of a stem 

vowel in (c) and absence of a stem vowel in (e). Likewise, the words in (i) and (1) both 

contain the vowel 0, but they take different plural suffixes. With respect to vowel 

harmony, (e) is more harmonic than (c) because in (e) the two vowels are identical and 

(1) is more harmonic than (i) because in (1) the vowels agree in both backness and 

rounding while in (i) they only agree in backness. 

Ringen and Vago (1998) explain that with disharmonic roots, those with both 

back harmonic and front harmonic vowels, the suffix vowel is determined by the last 

harmonic root vowel. The rule of Hungarian vowel harmony can be written as jfollows: 

V--) [a back ] 1 [a back ] CO-. In other words, a vowel must agree in 

<P round) (P round) 

backness with the preceding vowel and in certain cases, also in rounding. 

1.5 Neutral Vowels 

Though Hungarian has many examples of alternating suffixes, there are also 

invariable suffixes, most of which contain neutral vowels. Although all I-Iungarian 

vowels can be classified as front or back, the front vowels e, 6, i and i are special because 



they can combine with vowels of either set. A.s a result, they are called neu,tral. Sipthr 

and Torkenczy (2000) provide the following examples: -ig 'up to', -ni infinitive marker, 

-ne' 'Mrs.' These suffixes are invariable because: they combine with all vowels:: 

ot-ig 'up to five' 
hat-ig 'up to six' 
kilenc-ig 'up to nine' 
beszC1-ni 'to speak' 
fut-ni 'to run' 
silt-ni 'to bake' 
Benko-nC 'Mrs. Benko 
Kiss-nC 'Mrs. Kiss' 
Kov6cs-nC' Mrs. Kovhcs 

Olsson (1992) states that if it were not for the neutral vowels, harmony would 

really be a very simple process. According to Ohala (1994), languages exhibiting vowel 

harmony often have one or more vowels which are indifferent to the harmonizing 

principle. If neutral vowels occur in a stem with non-neutral vowels, they do not seem 

to trigger vowel harmony. This is the case with korde' 'cart' kordk-nak 'cart-to' (dat.) and 

kordk-tdl 'cart-from' (abl.) 

Olsson notes that one way of dividing the Hungarian vowels is according to 

backness. Harmonic front and back vowels are normally kept apart word-internally. 

Vowels that belong to the neutral group- though phonetically front- may appear freely 

with vowels from any of the two harmonic sets. 

Esztergar (1 971) suggests that e in Hung;uian is changing from a neutral vowel to 

a harmonic vowel. That is, e is becoming a vowel that only combines with front vowels 

rather than with both fiont and back. Anderson (1980) and Farkas (1982), however, 

suggest that there is a hierarchy of neutrality with i as the most neutral vowel and e as the 

least neutral vowel. Sipthr and Torkenczy (2000) believe it is reasonable to consider 

front mounded vowels neutral because this is better than allowing for huge numbers of 

exceptions (front mounded vowels which combine with back vowels). They argue, 

however, that there is a stronger reason for i, i, e, e' to be taken as neutral and that is that 

they let harmony pass through them (i.e. they are transparent). This means that if the 



word has another vowel that is harmonic (non-neutral), suffixes will be harmonized to 

that vowel. 

They illustrate this with the following examples: rovid-en 'briefly' but hamis-an 

'falsely', ormkny-tW 'from an Armenian' but kastkly-tbl 'from a manor', kever-kk-et 

'mixture' (acc.) but marad-kk-ot 'remnants' (acc.). They conclude that if the words 

hamis, kastkly and maradkk had a front harmoaic vowel in the last syllable., we could 

never explain why they take back vowel suffixes. 

We have seen that vowel harmony appears to ignore neutral vowels. Therefore, 

the last non-neutral vowel in the stem controls vowel harmony. However, when stems 

contain only neutral vowels, harmonization appears random (Lass, 1984). To illustrate 

this, consider the following examples: 

(7) 

Root 

'water' 
'knife' 
'torture' 
'target' 

from inside in at to 

viz -bol -ben -nCl -nek 
kCs -bol -ben -nd -nek 
kin -b61 -ban -n61 -nak 
cC1 -b61 -ban -nhl -nak 

The words 'water' and 'knife' show phonetically predictable front harmony but 

the words 'torture' and 'target' show back harmony. This is a further cornpli~a~tion of the 

neutral vowels. However, we notice that the vowel e does not appear in the examples. 

Ringen (1988) argues that there are fifty neutral vowel roots such as these which require 

back vowel suffixes. Ringen states that one indiication that e is not a neutral volwel is that 

of these fifty roots, none contain e. 

According to Ringen, there is some disagreement about the status of the vowel e. 

Sipthr and Torkenczy (2000) classify this vowel as neutral. She argues that thiis vowel is 

best viewed as a harmonic front vowel. Vago (1980) provides an extensive list: of neutral 

vowel roots in Hungarian: 



(8) 

Neutral Vowel Roots 

szid 
fi- 
szit 
hid 
in 
pir 
ifju 
inog 
nyirok 
szitok 
rikit 
sipit 
visit 
ritka 
tiszta 
csitul 
indul 
indit 
vidit 
bir 
ir 
ri 
sziv 
csik 
dij 
ij 
sip 
szij 
sik 

'scold' 
'son' 
'stir up' 
'bridge' 
'tendon7 
'redness' 
'young man' 
'vacillate' 
'humidity' 
'curse' 
'glare' 
'shrill' 
'scream' 
'rare' 
'clean' 
'become quiet' 
'start' 
'cause to start' 
'cause to cheer up' 
'be able to' 
'write' 
'weep' 
'inhale' 
'stripe' 
'prize' 
'bow' 
'whistlev 
' strapv 
'flat' 

bizik 
izzik 
nyillik 
cdl 
irt 
tilt 
Kg 
nyil. 
izorn 
piszok 
titolk 
siki t 
sima 
vidul 
vim11 
hiv 
sir 
viv 
csb. 
g y ik 
kin 
sir 
zsir 
vig 
iszilc 
ivik 
sikliik 
hej 
ring 

'trust' 
'glow' 
'open' 
'aim' 
'exterminate7 
'forbid' 
'diluted' 
'arrow' 
'muscle' 
'dirt' 
'secret' 
'shriek' 
'smooth' 
'cheer up7 
'bloom' 
'call' 
'cry' 
'fence' 
'trick' 
'lizard' 
'torture' 
'grave' 
'fat' 
'lively' 
'drink' 
' spawn' 
'slip' 
'crust' 
'oscillate' 

In this list of neutral vowel roots the neutral vowel e' is present in only two words: 

ce'l 'goal' and hkj 'crust'. Vag6 notes that the word ce'l is a loanword from German 

(Ziel) which formerly had a high vowel. The origin of h6j is not clear but in dialects the 

variant haj can be found. The neutral vowel e does not occur in the list; all the other 

neutral vowel roots contain either the vowel i or i. Though it is not on VAg6's list, Sipthr 

and Torkenczy (2000) provide the word hernyd "caterpillarv as an example of a~ root with 



a neutral vowel and a back vowel. They note, bowever, that it is impossible to determine 

whether a word such as herny6 is mixed (neutral vowel followed by back vowel) or 

disharmonic (harmonic front vowel followed by back vowel). According to Vagb, it is 

assumed that Proto-Hungarian and Proto-Ugric Ihad the short unrounded high back vowel 

i . It is important to note that the neutral vowel roots form a limited and unproductive set. 

They are tested in the sociolinguistic experiment (see section 3.4). 

Though there are neutral vowel roots which combine with back vowel suffixes, 

Vagb emphasizes that recently borrowed roots containing only neutral vowels take front 

vowel suffixes. For example, the plurals offilm 'movie', keksz 'cookie', grill 'grill' and 

benzin 'gasoline' arefilmek, kekszek, gm'llek and benzinek. 

Two nouns, derkk 'waist' and f i r -  'man', are noteworthy with respect to 

harmonizing behaviour. The first one exhibits the following pattern: 

(9) 

derkk 'waist' 

Possessive 

Accusative 
Allative 
Adessive 
Sublative 

Plural 

1 sg derekam 
2sg derekad 
3sg dereka 

derekat 
derekhezlderkkhoz 
derdknCVder6knd 
derkkrelderdkra 

derekak 

lpl derekunk 
2pl derekatok 
3pl derekuk 

The root takes back vowel suffixes with possessives, the accusative and the plural, 

but with the ablative, allative, adessive and sublative forms, harmonic alternations can be 

observed. 

The noun fir3 'man' takes back vowel derivational suffixes, but may take either 

front vowel or back vowel inflectional suffixes, as in firfias, *f6rfies 'manly', firfiatlan, 

*ferfietlen 'unmanly', but fkrfiteWfirfi~ok "our man' (2pl), fkrfit6l/firfit8 'from the 

man' and 'to the man'fkrfihez, fe'rfihoz. 



According to Anderson (1980), there is ;a typological implication with the neutral 

vowels: if /el is transparent, /il is also, but not vice-versa. 

1.5.1 The Status of the Neutral Vowel e 

Ringen (1988) argues that e is not a neutral vowel, but rather a front harmonic 

vowel. Siptirr and Torkenczy (2000) mention that the neutrality of this vowel is 

ambiguous and controversial. They give the examples haver-ok 'pals' and kddex-ek 

'codices'. In the word haver-ok we notice that the e behaves as a neutral or itransparent 

vowel; in kddex-ek it behaves as a harmonic front vowel. In addition to Ringen, this 

vowel has been classified as a front harmonic volwel by Papp (1 975) and Szkpe (1 958), as 

a neutral vowel by VAg6 (1 976, 1978) and Jensen (1 978), and as a hybrid by Anderson 

(1 980), Farkas (1 982) and Esztergar (1 97 1). 

Kontra, Ringen and Stemberger (1 989) cite empirical evidence for the claim that e 

is a harmonic front vowel. The evidence is based on questionnaire studies iin which a 

group of native speakers were asked to provide suffixed forms of various lexical items 

containing front unrounded vowels in their fin8al syllable($ along with back. harmonic 

ones in a preceding syllable. Their data suggests that there is some variation with all 

front unrounded vowels. However, the number of front vowel responses is statistically 

higher in the case of words with e in their last qyllable than in the case of the 'other front 

unrounded vowels. As a result, Ringen and Kontra conclude that e is best viewed as front 

harmonic and not neutral. They state that the Hungarian neutral vowels are not equally 

neutral but rather that the high front wounded vowels seem most neutral, the! mid front 

unrounded vowel less neutral and the low front unrounded vowel not neutral at all. 

Torkenczy and Siptb (2000) agree that there is variation in the data, but believe it would 

be a more faithful summary of the facts if Ringen and Kontra concluded that the low 

front unrounded vowel is the least neutral of all. In VBg6's list of neutral vowel roots, 

there are 58 roots. Of these 58 roots, the vowell [E] occurs in 0, the vowel [e:] in 2, the 

vowel [i] in 3 1 and the vowel [i:] in 34. The number of vowel occurrences adds up to 67 

rather than 58 because the vowels [i] and [i:] occur together in 9 roots. With these results 



a neutrality scale for the neutral vowels of' Hungarian can be constructed which 

represents the degree of neutrality of each vowel from most neutral to least neutral: 

(10) 

Neutrality Scale 

f- (most neutral) (least neutral) 

Ringen (1988) presents additional arguments in favour of the view thait e is not a 

neutral vowel. She argues that there are no invariable suffixes with e, but rather that 

suffixes with e always alternate. In contrast, there are invariable suffixes with i and 6. 

(e.g., -ig hatig 'up to six', -ik mciszik 'it crawls', -k6nt kulcske'nt 'as a key', -Crt hazcie'rt 

'for one's country'). Her final argument is that the behaviour of suffixes following back 

vowel roots followed by e indicates that e is a harmonic vowel. She concludes that if e 

were a neutral vowel, there would be back vowel roots followed by e which require only 

back vowel suffixes. She illustrates this with the neutral vowels i and e'. (taxi 'taxi' 

taxiban *taxiben 'taxi-in' h e '  'coffee' h e ' b a n  *kMben 'coffee-in'). Ringen notes that 

there are few if any such forms with e. 

However, there are examples of words with back vowel roots followed by e where 

we have back vowel suffixes. These are known as doublets. Examples include: 

dzsungel-badben 'jungle-in' , kgnes-tbl/t w ' Agnes-from' , Jbzsef-naWne k '.Joseph-to ' 

dere'k-td/tc3 'waist-from'and hotel-badben 'hotel-in'. JAsz6 (1991) pro'vides the 

example Athe'nbadben 'in Athens' which is tested in the sociolinguistic experiment (see 

section 2.1). One of the aims of the experiment is to determine the neutrality of the 

vowel e. The prediction is that it will be the least neutral of the neutral vowels and often 

behave as a harmonic front vowel. 



1.6 Problematic Issues 

1.61 Loanwords 

How does Hungarian deal with loanwords? According to Slobin (1997), 

although backness harmony historically regulaterd the quality of vowels within the word, 

in the present day language this assimilatory phenomenon has eroded, as contamination 

from loanwords has produced many exceptions to the general word-internal pattern. 

Keresztes (1999) states that from the point of view of vowel harmony, they have not yet 

been fully assimilated into Hungarian. Torkenczy and Siptk (2000) offer the: following 

examples: sof& 'driver', kosztum 'outfit', nuartsz 'nuance', amoba 'amoeba' and pozs6 

'Peugeot'. These roots can be described as disharmonic. The word 'niiansz', for 

example, consists of a front rounded vowel and a back rounded vowel, a combination 

which violates backness harmony. The word 'am63a' contains two back vowels and a 

front rounded vowel. However, suffix harmony is predictable as we can see from these 

examples: 

dative sofornek kosztCimnek niiansznak amobiinak pozs6nak 
ablative sofortol kosztiimt61 nihnszt61 amobht61 p6zs6t61 

The examples show that Hungarian vowel harmony is root-controlled which 

means that it is always the harmonic value of roots that controls that of affmes, never the 

other way round. Harmony is progressive (left-to-right), i.e. only suffixes are affected 

Torkenczy and Sip* (2000). The roots are invariable. If we look at the examples, we 

notice that it is the last vowel of these roots which determines the vowel quality of the 

suffix vowel. In sof& 'chauffeur' the final vowel of the root is a front vowel; therefore, 

the suffix is -nek. In the case of nuansz 'nuance' the final vowel is a back vowel. As a 

result, the suffix must be -nak. 



1.6.2 Doublets 

Siptiu and Torkenczy (2000) refer to the doukdets of Hungarians as mixed vacillating 

stems- they vacillate between selecting front and back vowel suffixes. They are tested in 

the sociolinguistic experiment (see section 2.6). We can only account for the front- 

harmonic variants if we assume that the vowel of the final syllable is not neutral but 

harmonic. That is, it functions as an opaque segment that takes over the role of harmonic 

governor for the rest of the word. For instance, in dzsungel 'jungle' the e may be 

transparent, letting the back vowel u govern hannony, i.e. dzsungelban 'in the jungle' or 

else it may be opaque, dzsungelben. In a word such as dzsungel in which the stressed 

vowel is a back vowel, Kontra and Ringen's study (1986) would suggest that a back 

vowel suffix would be more common than a front vowel suffix since they concluded that 

stress appeared to play a role with respect to vowel harmony in loanwords and dzsungel 

is clearly a loanword. We notice that most of the doublets have an e in the final syllable 

and a few have 6. Sipthr and Torkenczy provide the following list: 

dzsungel-banhen 'in the jungle' 
~~nes-naklnek 'for Agnes7 
szalamander-toVto1 'fiom a salamander' 
bankett-edon 'at a banquet' 
zsher-r6llro1 'about a genre' 
hotel-ek/ok 'hotels' 
konkrkt-den 'concretely' 
TihamCr-r6Vrol 'about TihamCr7 
affkr-banhen 'in a quarrel' 
analizis-sal/sel 'with analysis' 
aszpirin-t6l/t61 'fiom aspirin' 
aggressziv-den 'aggressively' 
klarinkt-taVte1 'with a clarinet' 
matinC-rake 'to a morning performance' 
szanitCc-naklnek 'to a medical orderly' 



Sipthr and Torkenczy note that these doublets appear to exhibit some sensitivity to 

a larger context. For example, with the doublet pulbver 'pullover' it is more common to 

hear ezzel apulbverrel 'with this pullover7 than ezzel apulbverral and likewise, it is more 

common to hear azzal a puldverral than azzal a pulbverrel 'with that pullover7. This is 

known as the 'echo effect7 which Kontra andl Ringen (1986) claim is influenced by 

context, Siptk and Torkenczy state that if' this phenomenon is true beyond the 

experimental setting referred to in Kontra, Ringen and Stemberger7s paper (1989), this is 

a case of harmony at a distance. Though this phenomenon was not tested in the 

sociolinguistic experiment, it remains a goal of future research. 

1.7 Previous Phonological Analyses 

1.7.1 Absolute Neutralization 

Early analyses of vowel harmony relied on the use of underlying vowels and 

abstract segments. Lass (1984) explains that there were two basic approaches: one 

approach was to mark the aberrant items with a rule feature such as [+back VH] in order 

to override the normal assimilatory vowel harmony rule. The other was to argue that the 

non-harmonic e, 6, i and i were underlyingly di.fferent from the harmonic ones because 

they were not truly front vowels. Therefore, they were represented as back vowels which 

did not appear on the surface, i.e. I lo/ and l y l  since Hungarian does not have a high back 

or mid back unrounded vowel. The result was an underlying contrast that never surfaced. 

This approach which uses an underlying contrast to trigger differential behaviour and 

then gets rid of it before deriving the surface form is called absolute neutralization. 

This theory was not phonetically grounded because it posited underlying forms 

which never occurred in the Hungarian phoneime inventory. Therefore, it disregarded 

phonetic plausibility. According to Schlindwein Schmidt (1995), few investigations of 

Hungarian vowel harmony any longer even entertain the abstract analysis proposed by 

Vago (1973), in which the i and e occurring in back harmonic domains are, until the final 

stages of the phonological derivation, really la/ and /N This sort of abstract analysis 

subjected I d  and ly/ to a feature-reversing rule of absolute neutralization that resulted in 



their surfacing as i, i, e and 6. She claims that tlhis analysis of Hungarian vowel harmony 

is now largely ignored. 

1.7.2 Feature Geometry 

A relatively recent analysis of vowel harmony in Hungarian is found in the 

framework of Feature Geometry. According to Levi (2000), it exploits the hierarchical 

structure of the internal features of phonemes., This model relies on an organization 

where vowel features are located on a lower tier than consonants. Since consonants lack 

this tier, they are transparent to spreading rules. Vowel harmony can therefore be 

explained as a local process involving adjacent vowel place features. 

1.7.3 Optimality Theory 

In addition to Feature Geometry, another recent analysis of Hungmian vowel 

harmony is in Optimality Theory. Ringen and Vag6 (1998) analyze Hungarian vowel 

harmony in the framework of Optimality Theory. Many Optimality Theoretic analyses of 

Hungarian vowel harmony consider the underlying form of Hungarian suffixes. 

Recall that Hungarian suffixes often have two or more alternants. In the case of 

two alternants, one vowel is front and the other is back. If there are three alternants, we 

can predict a front unrounded vowel, front roundled vowel and back vowel. In the case of 

four alternants, there will be two front vowels (rounded, unrounded) and two back 

vowels, a mid back rounded vowel and a low lback rounded one. According to Ringen 

and Vag6 (1998), most alternating suffixes have two alternants, but those with short mid 

vowels (short mid front rounded, short mid back rounded, short low unrountded) have 

three. The Hungarian dative suffix has two altennants, -nak and -nek. Vhg6 (1 973) notes 

that it occurs independently with personal suffjxes, and when this is the case, the root 

has front vowels and the suffix vowels are also fiont. For example, nekem is translated as 

'to me'. The independent forms of such sufifixes provide evidence of which is the 

underlying form. The inessive suffix also has tvvo alternants, -ban and -ben. This suffix 



also occurs independently with personal suffixes. The word bennem is transtated as 'in 

me'. Therefore, we can choose the alternant -ben as the underlying form. 

Since Hungarian vowel harmony is a process of progressive assimila.tion which 

spreads fiom left to right, and from roots to suffixes, the root is more prominent than the 

suffix. Beckman (1 999) argues that there is a tendency to preserve segments which occur 

in salient positions such as roots. Kager (1999) describes this as positional fhithllness. 

McCarthy (1999) describes vowel harmony a.s root-controlled. In Hungarian vowel 

harmony, vowel features are always spread frolm the root to the suEx, never from the 

suffix to the root. To capture the prominence ol'the root in Hungarian vowel harmony, it 

is necessary to have a constraint which preserves faithfulness to the root such as the 

constraint ID-IO(rt) which stipulates that inpul. segments of the root must have output 

correspondents. 

An analysis of Hungarian vowel harmony must also account for the two types of 

vowel harmony present in the language, backness harmony and rounding harmony. The 

observation that Hungarian suffixes with only two alternants always differ in backness 

and not in rounding, and the more restricted use of rounding harmony (triggers of 

rounding harmony are usually front rounded vowels, but backness harmony can be 

triggered by any fronthack vowel) indicates that backness harmony is much more 

productive than rounding harmony. This provides evidence for ranking the constraint 

Agr(bk) higher than Agr(rd). The constraint Agr(bk) specifies that vowels must agree in 

backness and Agr(rd) that vowels must agree in rounding. 

The neutral vowels of vowel harmony can be transparent (they get skipped by 

vowel harmony) or they can be opaque (they block back vowels from spreading vowel 

harmony and trigger harmony in the sufix vowel, thereby acting as a harmonic front 

vowel). For transparent neutral vowels, i.e. rGve'-ban 'coffee-in', one approach is to 

mark the root with the feature [+back]. This feature is only present in roots which 

combine with back sufix vowels. In roots which do not combine back suffix vowels, 

the feature [+back] is not present. fingen and Vig6 (1998) refer to it as a floating 

feature. 



An Optimality Theoretic account of Hungarian vowel harmony must also 

consider the neutral vowel roots, roots consistir~g of neutral vowels which combine with 

back vowel suffixes. One possible approach is to use the floating feature [-+-back] and 

another is to use underspecification to indicate the neutrality of the vowel. One can claim 

that learners have internal knowledge of the backness specification of roots ;md choose 

the optimal form, a strategy Prince and Smolensky (1993) refer to as Lexicon 

Optimization. This was suggested by Starnpe (1972) who claimed that underlying forms 

should always match surface forms in the absence of evidence to the contrary. 

The lowering roots are exceptional because they combine with low suffix vowels 

rather than mid. For example, tuz-ek 'fires' is a lowering root because these is a mid 

vowel in the root and a low vowel in the suffix rather than the expected mid vowel. Two 

possible approaches are to attach a floating feature [+low] or to use underspecification in 

the suffix vowel. 

The doublets of Hungarian can select either front or back vowel suffixes. With 

each doublet there are two possible lexical forms. In those cases in which doublets select 

back vowel suffixes, the neutral vowel is transparent because it does not trigger vowel 

harmony in the sufix. In those cases in which doublets select front vowel suffixes, the 

neutral vowel is opaque because it blocks the back vowel of the root from spreading 

vowel harmony and triggers vowel harmony in the suffix. In such cases, the neutral 

vowel acts as a harmonic front vowel. A possible approach to the problem of the 

doublets is to attach the floating feature [+back] to those which select back suffix vowels 

and exclude it fiom those which combine with fi'ont suffix vowels. 

An Optimality Theoretic analysis of Hmgarian vowel harmony must address the 

problematic issues of the neutral vowels, neutral vowel roots, lowering roots and 

doublets. Two possible solutions are the use of floating features such as [+back] and the 

use of underspecification. Ringen and V5gd (1998) use both successfullly in their 

Optimality Theoretic analysis of Hungarian vowel harmony. The neutral vowlels, neutral 

vowel roots, lowering roots and doublets are all tested in the sociolinguistic experiment. 

Optimality Theory provides a framework for the analysis of these problematic issues. 



1.8 Previous Experimental Studies 

1.8.1 Affires With Loanwords 

Kontra and Ringen (1986) explain that the behaviour of &xes with loanwords is 

apparently systematic and is generally believed to be governed by the same: rules that 

determine affix vowel quality with native roots and second, that the harmonic behaviour 

of suffixes following loanwords is taken to be an indication of what vowel harmony rule 

or rules are currently productive in that language. VAg6 (1976)' Szkpe (1958) and Papp 

(1 975) claim that some recent loanwords allow either front or back vowel suffixes. Most 

of these vacillating forms end in an e preceded by a back vowel. Here are examples: 

Agnes 'Agnes' Agnesnakl,4gnesnek dative 
hotel 'hotel' hotelnakfhotelnek dative 
fotel 'armchair' fotelnaklfo telnek dative 
balett 'ballet' balettnakfbalettnek dative 
analizis 'analysis' analizisnakhnalizisnek dative 

Kontra and Ringen (1986) observe that there are no roots with a back vowel 

followed by e which govern back harmony exclusively, whereas there are such roots for 

the vowels which Kontra and Ringen refer to as the true neutral vowels. Compare the 

following forms: 

taxinakl*nek 'taxi' dative 
hotelndnek 'hotel' dative 
* Jbzsehaklnek ' Joseph' dative 

The first form, which contains i, can only be followed by a back suffix vowel. 

The front vowel i is transparent in this case because it allows vowel harmoiny to pass 

through. The second form, which contains e, can be followed by a choice of either a 

front vowel or back suffix vowel, and the third :form, which also contains e, can only be 



followed by a front voweL2 When the second fc~rm is followed by a back vowel, the fiont 

vowel e is transparent but when it is followed by a front vowel, it is opaque because it 

blocks the back vowel from spreading a back vowel to the suffix and imposes a front 

vowel on the suffix. 

In addition, Kontra and Ringen (1986) remark that there are no invariant suffixes 

with e but there are invariant suffixes with i, i and 6. They state that the ambiguous 

nature of e arose because of the merger of the  earlier short mid harmonic e [(el with the 

short low neutral e [E] in standard Hungarian. 

Participants were required to add suffixes to a series of words, alll of which 

contain neutral vowels. They were given carrier sentences and asked to use the same 

suffixes with the words which were tested. In all of the words which they tested, the 

majority of participants selected a front vowel suffix for roots containing a back vowel 

followed by e. These are given in (15a). Words containing only front vowels are given 

in (1 5b). Words containing a back vowel followed by e', i, and i are given in (15~). The 

numbers indicate the percentage of participants who chose each suffix type. 

a. Words Containing A Back Vowel Followed1 by e 

Front Back Both Gloss 

magnes 
karakter3 
karakter 
karakter 
indihner 
ciklhnen 
fihker 
amulett 
bitumen 
partner 
kh-tyapartner 
puder 

'magnet7 
'character' 

'a kind of cake' 
'cyclamen' 
'horse and buggy' 
'amulet' 
'bitumen' 
'partner' 
'card partner' 
'powder' 

My experiment recorded cases in which Jdzsef was followed by a back vowel (see section 3.6). 
3 The word karakter occurred in more than one sentence. 



(15) 

b. Words Containing Only Front Vowels 

Front Back Both 

filC 
re16 
zselC 
esszd 
pedigrC 
His6 
neglizsk 
KissnC 
VizinC 
VizernC 
KelemennC 
ifromine 

(1 5) 

'fillet' 
'relay' 
'jelly' 
'essay' 
'pedigree' 
'cliche' 
'negligee' 
'wife of Kiss' 
'wife of Vizi' 
'wife of Vizer' 
'wife of Kelemen' 
'wife of ifromi' 

c. Words Containing A Back Vowel Followedl by i, i, C 

Front Back Both 

profit 
aktiv 
ankCt 
konstruktiv 
pantomim 
produktiv 
abszint 
szarnoj Cd 

'profit' 
'active' 
'meeting' 
'constructive' 
'pantomime' 
'productive ' 
'a kind of drink' 
'Samoyed' 

Kontra and Ringen (1 986) observed that there was a striking difference between e 

and the other vowels. When e followed a back vowel as in the forms of (15a), the 

majority of participants chose a front suffix vowel, but when the other vowels followed a 

back vowel as in (15c), the majority of the participants chose a back suffix vowel. 

Therefore, they suggest that the behaviour of the participants with words cclntaining e 

preceded by a back vowel is very similar to the behaviour of participants with words 

containing only front vowels. They argue thilt the results of their experiment also 

support the conclusion that e is treated as a front harmonic vowel. In their experiment, 

the same uninflected form was supplied in five different contexts, each requiring one of 

five different case endings. The figures reported represent the averages of the five cases. 



Front 

szalamander 
pasztell 
karakter 
slhger 
abesszin 

95.1 ' sal amander' 
94.1 'pastel' 
99.2 'character' 
95.5 'hit tune' 
75.2 ' Abysinnian' 

Kontra and Ringen (1986) note that 'i3besszin' has a much higher number of 

participants who used a back vowel suffix than for the other words. They speculate that 

this could be because this root, unlike the others, has neutral i after the e, and that when e 

is separated from the suflix by a neutral vowel, it may be easier for speakers to use back 

vowels if the stressed vowel is back. 

1.8.2 Compounds 

Papp ( 1  975) claims that vacillating loanwords take front vowels when they are the 

second part of a compound. Kontra and Ringen ( 1  986) included three words fiom his list 

on their questionnaire: hidrogbn 'hydrogen', partner 'partner', and paralizis 'paralysis', 

both alone and as the second element of a compound (szknhidrogkn 'hydrocarbon, 

Mrtyapartner 'card partner', gyermekparalizis 'infantile paralysis'). The participants' 

responses are given here in ( 1  7 ) :  

Front Back Both 

hidrogCn 97.2 1.9 0.9 
szCnhidrogCn 92.3 6.7 1 .O 
partner 88.6 3.8 7.6 
khtyapartner 95.3 1.9 2.8 
paralizis 94.3 4.7 0.9 
gyermekparalizis 93.5 4.7 1.9 

The results do not support Papp's claims. In two of the cases there are fewer front 

vowel responses for the compound (szbnhidroge'n vs. hidrogkn and paralizis vs. 

gyermekparalizis). In the case of partner and kcirtyapartner, more participimts chose 



front vowel suffixes for the compound, but the (difference is only 6.7% and thlerefore not 

significant. The only word in the sociolinguistic experiment which could be considered 

a compound word is Budapest, a city which formerly consisted of two separate cities, 

Buda and Pest. Nevertheless, the analysis of compound words remains a god of future 

research. 

1.8.3 The Relevance of Stress 

Kontra and Ringen (1986) claim that stress is a relevant factor with respect to 

Hungarian vowel harmony. In Hungarian, primmy stress is predictable: it is always on 

the first syllable of a word. One of the most noteworthy results of Kontra and Ringen's 

study (1 986) was that the quality of the stressed vowel (first vowel in the word) appeared 

to affect the quality of suffix vowels in loanwords. They note that the observation that 

stress may play some role in vowel harmo:ny has not gone unnoticed in earlier 

discussions. Skousen (1975) notes that vowel harmony applies right to left rather than 

left to right in Finnish where a stressed vowel follows an unstressed vowel. For example, 

in colloquial Helsinki Finnish, the first person singular pronoun mind is reduced to ma. 

In rapid speech, the a which is not stressed, becomes a when followed by a stressed back 

vowel. For example, ma tulen 'I am coming' becomes matden. Ultan (1973) notes that 

unstressed vowels are more likely to harmonize Ihan are stressed vowels and that stressed 

vowels often determine the quality of unstressed vowels. 

Kontra and Ringen (1986) believe that based on the results of their study, stress 

plays a significant role in Hungarian vowel harnnony, at least for loanwords. 'They state 

that when a back vowel was followed by a neutral vowel, participants chose front suffix 

vowels when primary stress was on a preceding neutral vowel. However, participants 

chose back suffix vowels when the back vowel (or some other preceding back vowel) 

was stressed. Here are the results of their study in  (1 8): 



a. Primary Stress On Neutral Vowel 

Front Back Both 

hidrogen4 98.1 0.0 1.9 
hidrogen 97.2 1.9 0.9 
szingalez 75.0 22.0 3 .O 
hieroglif 61.5 32.3 6.2 
bibliofil 74.7 19.5 5.8 

b. Primary Stress On Back Vowel 

aktiv 
profit 
ankkt 
pantomim 
produktiv 
konstruktiv 
szamoj Cd 
abszint 

Gloss 

'hydrogen' 

'Singhalese' 
'hieroglyph' 
'bibliophile' 

'active' 
'profit' 
'meeting' 
'pantomime' 
'productive' 
'constructive' 
' Samoyed' 
'a kind of drink' 

c. Primary Stress On Back Vowel With Two :Neutral Vowels 

paralizis 94.4 4.7 0.9 'paralysis' 
alibi 95.3 2.8 1.9 'alibi' 
bronchitisz 93.0 3.0 4.0 'bronchitis' 
pokzis 89.9 6.7 3.4 'poetry' 
harakiri 100.0 0.0 0.0 'hari-kari' 

We can observe that in (18a) where the words had primary stress on a neutral 

vowel, the majority of participants chose front vowel suffixes. In (18b):. however, 

where the primary stress was on a back vowel, the majority chose back vowe:l suffixes. 

Kontra and Ringen observe that in (18c) where two neutral vowels followed a stressed 

back vowel, the results were strikingly different. In this case, even though the stressed 

vowel was a back vowel, the majority of participants chose front vowel suffixes. It 

appears that the occurrence of two neutral vowels in the final syllables of these words 

4 The word hidrogdn occurred in two different sentences. 



was more prominent than the occurrence of a stressed back vowel in the initi>al syllable. 

This prominence of the neutral vowels in determining the sax vowel is a phenomenon 

which Hayes (2004) refers to as the count effect. 

Kontra and Ringen argue that their data cannot be explained by the rules of 

harmony which have been proposed to account fbr suffix harmony with native roots. The 

rule for native roots states that the last harmonic root vowel serves as the trigger for 

harmony. If this were the case, the majority (of participants would have chosen back 

suffix vowels in (a) and (c). Though the majority did choose back suffix vowels in (b) 

where the back vowel was stressed, there was variation except in the cases of aktiv 

'active' andproJt 'profit'. Kontra and Ringen conclude that it appears that the rules for 

native roots, which use the last harmonic root as the trigger for harmony, are wrong or 

that suffix harmony with loanwords does not, contrary to what had been previously 

claimed, obey the same conditions as with native words. Despite these claims of the 

relevance of stress, I will not consider this factor in my own analysis of Hungarian vowel 

harmony. 

1.8.4 Study of English-Hungarian Bilinguals 

Utasi-McRobbie (1984) evaluates an influential approach (Vago 1975) to 

Hungarian vowel harmony on the basis of her observations of a phonological change in 

the speech of English-Hungarian bilinguals. It is her contention that Hungarian rounding 

harmony functions as a sub-part of a complex volwel harmony rule. She argues that if we 

consider the rounding harmony rule as a sub-part of a complex vowel harmony rule, we 

may look upon the process of the disappearance of the rounding harmony rule in cases of 

imperfect language performance as rule simplification. Dasinger (1997) notes that there 

is some experimental evidence suggesting the fill1 mastery of the subpattern of rounding 

harmony sometime after the more general rule of backness harmony by Hungarian 

children. 

To view rounding harmony as an indepeindent rule, as Vag6 does, would have to 

be regarded as rule loss. Utasi-McRobbie explains that to account for this rule loss would 

mean considering two possibilities, both of which are implausible: i) accepting Vago's 



solution would leave the change from one gramnar to another unmotivated; ii) assuming 

the correctness of two separate rules, backness and rounding harmony, woulld not truly 

reflect the essence of the relationship between them. 

After his vowel harmony rule has applied, VAg6 posits two additional rules: a 

rounding harmony rule and an e-adjustment nde. The e-adjustment rule is needed to 

lower the output of rounding harmony, a front mid rounded vowel, to a front low 

mounded vowel. In verbs where the underl~ying suffix is ltoW (Ind. Prs. P1, 2), he 

proposes the following derivations for the verbs mostok 'you wash', vertek 'you beat' and 

tortok 'you break'. 

(19) 

/mos + toW /ver + toW /tor + toW 

VH mostok vertok tortok 

RH --- veirtek --- 

e-adj --- vertek --- 

[mostok] [vertek] [tortok] 

Utasi-McRobbie notes that if this type of derivation is correct it follows that in the 

course of imperfect language performance there: is a greater chance that the nzostok and 

tortok types of strings will be achieved naturally. However, once an assimilation rule 

does not seem to be functioning in exact accorclance with the exact requirements of the 

rule, one may suspect that the rule is marked. She states that in the above derjivation the 

mounding process has to be marked. Thus one would expect the vertok, tortok forms to 

surface in the case of imperfect language learning. However, she did not observe this to 

be the case among her sample of bilinguals. They never produced forms like *vertok. 

On the contrary, the overwhelming majority used strings such as *tortek. The following 

are typical examples taken from her material: 

(20) 

fozek 'cook' (1 Sg.), toltek 'fill' (1 Sg.), jovek 'co'me' (1 Sg.) 

foztek (2P1.), fdsiiltek 'comb' (2P1.), jiittek (2P1.) 



Utasi-McRobbie's research shows that backness harmony appears to be the more 

stable assimilation rule, the one applied by her bilingual participants with almost no 

exceptions. She concludes that the fact that vowel harmony occurs where rounding 

harmony does not occur at all, or may occur optionally in only the most frequently used 

strings, suggests that the relationship between tlhe two rules is more than just structural. 

It seems very likely that rounding hannony is i2 sub-rule of the backness hamony rule 

and that the result is a case of rule simplification. She also argues that diachronic 

evidence supports the probable relationship between backness harmony and rounding 

harmony. Szepe (1 958) and Redei (1986) both s'tate that rounding harmony aplpeared at a 

much later period than backness harmony. 

1.9 Summary 

Previous experimental studies have tested the problematic issues of loanwords, 

doublets, the neutral vowel roots and neutral vowels, and the interaction of backness and 

rounding harmony. It is known that many loanwords can take either front or back vowel 

suffixes. In the sociolinguistic experiment, these loanwords are tested in the category of 

doublets. The reason is to determine if participants select the suffix vowel randlomly or if 

they exhibit a clear preference for one vowel or mother. It is also known that the neutral 

vowels appear to have different degrees of neutrality and that backness harmony appears 

to be more stable than rounding harmony. Therefore, the sociolinguistic experiment aims 

to test the retention and loss of rounding hamony in verb suffixes, the interaction 

between backness harmony and rounding hmnony, and the neutrality of tihe neutral 

vowels. The originality of the study is that it tests Hungarian and international toponyms 

to determine if there are differences in vowel hamony, tests the neutral vowel roots with 

the prediction that some participants will apply front suffix vowels and compares 

nonsense words to real words with the prediction that there will be more variation in 

participants' responses with the unfamiliar nonsense words. In addition, participants are 

divided into three speaker groups based on their length of stay in Canada. with the 

hypothesis that it will be possible to attribute differences to them. 



CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Method 

The goal of my experiment was to dete:rmine how Hungarian speakers living in 

Vancouver apply the rules of Hungarian vowel harmony, 30 participants were recorded 

and each word was tested three times for a total of 90 responses per word. I showed my 

participants 1 17 words written on index cards ar~d recorded their responses. I divided the 

30 participants into three different groups. 

Group 1 

This group consisted of 3 participants who were born in Canada. The prediction 

was that the responses fiom this group would deviate the most fiom the standard because 

these participants were native English speakers. 

Group I1 

This group consisted of 2 participants who had been in Canada for less than five 

years. The prediction was that the responses fialm this group would be the closest to the 

standard because these participants had been in Canada for a relatively short period of 

time in comparison to the participants fiom the other groups. 

Group I11 

This group consisted of 25 participants who had been in Canada for over 20 years. 

The prediction was that the responses fiom this group would be closer to the standard 

than those of group 1 but not as close to the stimdard as those of group I1 because the 

participants had been in Canada for a longer period of time. 



I provided my participants with 15 sentences (see Appendix D) and then asked 

them to provide a suffix for each word that I showed them. The 30 participants who I 

recorded (16 females and 14 males) live in Gre:ater Vancouver. They consisted of 27 

native speakers born in Hungary, Romania, Serrbia, Slovenia and Slovakia and 3 non- 

native speakers born in canadas. I asked the participants to fill out an information form 

(see Appendix A). The information form asked their age group, how frequently they 

spoke Hungarian, how long they had been in Canada and their place of birth (see 

Appendices B and C). More than half of the participants were over the age of 60, spoke 

Hungarian daily, and had been in Canada for more than 40 years. 

2.2 Test Materials 

I selected test words which I divided into six categories: (I) toponyms, (2) 

nonsense words with three suffix alternants, (3) real words with the same suffix 

alternants, (4) neutral vowel roots, (5) verbs with three suffix alternants, and (6) doublets. 

These categories were used in previous research: Fenyvesi (1996) tested participants' 

responses with toponyms, Kontra and Ringen (11986) tested participants' responses with 

suffix alternants and with neutral vowels, Utasi-McRobbie (1984) tested verbs with three 

suffix alternants and Sip* and Torkenczy (2000) discussed the vowel alternations of 

doublets. In the first category, toponyms, 32 of the 52 words tested consisted of a 

combination of front and back vowels (see section 2.2.1). The reason was to test the 

frequency of front and back vowels in the suffix. The other words consisted of only front 

vowels (front rounded, front unrounded and a combination of front rounded and front 

unrounded). Though it was expected that these words would show less variation in the 

choice of suffix vowel, they were chosen to determine the interaction between backness 

harmony and rounding harmony. In the second and third categories, the same suffix 

alternants were used. The second category consisted of 16 nonsense words (see section 

2.2.2). The nonsense words were added to provide a comparison with the real words. 

5 Dialect differences did not appear to be significant in the sociolinguistic experiment. 



The neutral vowel roots were included lo determine the frequency of lback vowel 

responses. Though the neutral vowels consist of front vowels, they combinc: with back 

suffix vowels. Nevertheless, the prediction was that a number of responses would 

contain front suffix vowels (see section 2.2.4). 

T& verbs selected only combined with1 two of three suffix alternant,~, the front 

rounded and the back suffix vowel alternants. Though none of these verbs combined 

with the front unrounded suffix alternant, the: prediction was that rounding harmony 

would fail to apply in a number of cases, and as a result, the front unrounded vowel 

would be recorded in the suffix (see 2.2.5). 

The doublets were tested to determine tlhe frequency of front and back vowels in 

the suffix. The prediction was that the selection of suffix vowel would not be purely 

random but rather exhibit a preference for one vowel over another (see section 2.2.6). 

2.2.1 Toponyms 

The first category of words consisted of'toponyms: cities, towns and villages in 

Hungary, and cities, states and provinces outside of Hungary. The sentences used for this 

category were the following: 

PCter Sopronban lakik. Peter lives in Sopron. 
PCter Egerben lakik. Peter lives in Eger. 
Peter Szegeden lakik. Peter lives in Szeged. 
PCter Skospatakon lakik. Peter lives in Skospatak. 
P6ter Fertodon lakik. Peter lives in Fertod. 

In these sentences we have the inessive sufEx variants -ban/-ben and the adessive 

suffix variants -on/-en/-on. Participants were given the carrier sentence PtSter 

lakik and then the toponyms and asked to put the!m in either adessive or inessive case. 

With Hungarian toponyms there are five possible suffix alternants: they are the 

inessive suffix altemants -bad-ben and the adessive suffix altemants -ad-ed-Sn 

(Kontra 2000). For international toponyms (toponyms outside of Hungary), we expect 

the inessive case to be used. The rule for Hungslrian toponyms is that the inessive case is 

often used with roots that end with the bilabial nasal, alveolar nasal, palatal nasal, 



alveolar trill and palatal fricative.' For roots which end in other consonants and in 

vowels, the adessive case is normally used. However, the patterns of variatio~n in the use 

of suffixes are rather complex, making generalizations difficult. According 1.0 Fenyvesi 

(1995), the use of case with Hungarian place names is not predictable. Another 

complication is that in some cases the choice of suffix creates a semantic distinction. For 

example, BbMs-ben means 'in BCkCs county7 and Bbkbs-en means 'in BCkes town'. 

The following toponyms were used in this category: 

Hungary: 

Borcs 
Budapest 
Biikk 
Celldomtilk 
Esztergom 
Fiired 
Gyongyos 
Gyor 
Kompoc 
Mezod 
Miskolc 
NyogCr 
PCly 
RCdics 
Siimeg 
Szur 
Tengod 
~116s 
Viss 
Zirc 

International: 

Alt~erni 
AthCn 
Bulkarest 
Bmrnaby 
Calgary 
Coquitlam 
Dellta 
Goteborg 
Jenlzshlem 
Kobe 
Langley 
Lima 
Los; Angeles 
Madrid 
Maple Ridge 
Massachusetts 
Montrehl 
New Brunswick 
New Hampshire 
Phizs 
Saskatchewan 
Seattle 
Squamish 
Surrey 
Szoul 
Tallinn 
Taskent 
Tel Aviv 

5 The palatal fricative can be represented orthographically as j and ly. (Kassai, 1998) 



Texas 
Vancouver 
Vermont 
Windsor 

The 20 Hungarian toponyms have the following vowel combinations: 

front rounded (6)  
front mounded (4) 
front rounded and mounded (7) 
front mounded and back (3) 

The roots with front rounded vowels were chosen to test the stability of rounding 

harmony in suffixes. Those with front mounded vowels were chosen to test backness 

harmony. Since neutral vowel roots are roots with front mounded vowels that combine 

with back suffix vowels, the hypothesis that participants may combine front unrounded 

vowel roots with back suffix vowels could be tested. The roots which consist of fiont 

rounded and mounded vowels, and fiont unrounded and back vowels can determine 

whether the front mounded (neutral) vowels function as transparent vowels or as 

harmonic front vowels. 

The 32 international toponyms have the following vowel combinations: 

front rounded and mounded (3) 
front rounded and back (2) 
front rounded, mounded and back (2) 
front mounded and back (25) 

The roots with front unrounded vowels 'were chosen to determine whether they 

function as transparent vowels or as harmonic front vowels. The disharmonic roots 

consisting of front rounded and back vowels were chosen to determine whether the front 

rounded vowel or the back vowel determines the choice of suffix vowel. 



2.2.2 Nonsense Words 

The second category consisted of nonsense words with three allative suffix 

alternants: -hoz/-hez/-hoz, The suffix alternant -hoz occurs with independent forms, i.e. 

hozzdm 'to me', and can thus be regarded as the underlying form. The carrier sentences 

used for this category were the following: 

Vidd a szekrhyhez. Take it to the wardrobe. 
Vidd az asztalhoz. Take it to the table. 
Vidd a tetdhijz. Take it to the roof. 

Here is the list of nonsense words used: 

a l b a  
bahul 
bilCz 
fompCt 
krenisz 
kumpig 
metes 
obbijld 
ontbon 
ornC 
pCrcse 
riltak 
sonyor 
tCszkocs 
udmisz 
ugmiit 

The 16 disyllabic nonsense words have the following vowel combinations: 

front rounded (2) 
fiont unrounded (4) 
front rounded and unrounded (2) 
front rounded and back (1) 
front mounded and back (4) 
back (3) 



The roots with front rounded vowels were chosen to test the stability of rounding 

harmony. Those with front unrounded vowels were chosen to determine whether they 

function as transparent vowels or harmonic front. The disharmonic roots (front rounded 

and back) were chosen to determine which vowel governs the choice of suffix vowel and 

the back vowels were chosen to determine the stability of backness harmony. 

2.2.3 Real Words 

In this category real nouns were used instead of nonsense words. Participants 

were asked to use the same allative suffix altemants: -hoz, -hez and -hoz. The same 

sentences were used as in the previous category: 

Vidd a szekrenyhez. 
Vidd az asztalhoz. 
Vidd a tetohdz. 

Take it to the wardrobe. 
Take it to the table. 
Take it to the roof. 

The reason real words were used in this category was to determine how similarly 

the responses used with real words (nouns) would mirror those used with nonsense 

words. Here is the list of nouns used: 

asztal 
bolt 
bolcsd 
epiilet 
ktterem 
fold 
fu 
fiil 
hegy 
hGt0 
k0 
kovet 
or 
szkk 
szog 
tiikor 

'station' 
'table' 
'store' 
'cradle' 
'building' 
'restaurant' 
'land' 
' grass' 
'ear' 
'mountain' 
'cooler' 
'rock' 
'minister' 
'guard' 
'chair' 
'triangle' 
'mirror' 
'factory' 



The twenty nouns have the following vowel combinations: 

front rounded (9) 
front unrounded (3:) 
front rounded and unrounded (3) 
back (3) 

The front rounded roots were chosen to test the stability of rounding harmony. 

Those with front unrounded vowels were chosen to determine whether they would 

function as transparent vowels or as harmonic front vowels. The back vowel roots were 

chosen to determine the regularity with which backness harmony would apply. 

2.2.4 Neutral Vowel Roots 

This category consisted of neutral vowel roots, roots with front unrouncled vowels 

which require back suffix vowels. Although all Hungarian vowels can be classified as 

either front or back, the front vowels e, 6, i and i are special because they can combine 

with vowels of either set. As a result, they are called neutral vowels. Participants were 

asked to use the neutral vowel roots in accusal.ive case. The sentences used were the 

following: 

ablak 'window' Nem latom az ablakot. I don't see the window. 
kert 'garden' Nem latom a kertel.. I don't see the garden. 

Here is the list of neutral vowel roots: 

dij 'prize' 
gyik 'lizard' 
hej 'bark' 
izom 'muscle' 
nyil 'mow' 
titok 'secret' 



The neutral vowel roots were chosen to determine whether participants would use 

fiont or back vowels in the suffix. The neutral vowel roots 'izom' and 'titok' consist of a 

neutral vowel and a back vowel, but when the accusative suffix is added, the back vowel 

of the root is deleted. 

2.2.5 Verbs 

This category consisted of verbs with three s a x  alternants: -to&-teW-tok. 

However, the verbs used all consisted of front vowel roots with two possible suffix 

alternants, -tok for the neutral vowel roots and -tok for the front rounded vowel roots. 

The sentences used (see Appendix D) were the fiollowing: 

beszkl ' speak' BeszCltek. You (2pl) axe speaking. 
ir 'write' htok, You (2pl.) axe writing. 
repiil 'fly' Repiiltok. You (2pl.) are flying. 

Here is the list of verbs: 

bir 
f0z 
fiitylil 
indul 
iszik 
kohog 
nyog 
s6por 
vidul 
visit 

'manage' 
'cook' 
'whistle' 
'arrive' 
'drink' 
'cough' 
'moan' 
'sweep' 
'cheer up' 
'shriek' 

The ten verbs have the following vowel combinations: 

front unrounded (3) 
front rounded ( 5 )  
fiont unrounded and back (2) 



The front unrounded roots were chosen to test the stability of backness harmony 

and the front rounded roots were chosen to test the stability of rounding harmony. The 

roots with a combination of a front unrounded vowel and a back vowel were chosen to 

test the regularity of back suffix vowel responses. 

2.2.6 Doublets 

The final category consisted of' doublets, words with two lexical fonns because 

they can select either front or back suffix vowels. In cases where the doublet selects a 

frnt suffix vowel, the final vowel of the root is fiont-harmonic. In those cases where the 

doublet selects a back suffix vowel, the final vowel of the root is transparent. For 

instance, in dzsungel 'jungle' the e may be transparent, letting the back vowel u govern 

harmony, i.e. dzsungelban 'in the jungle' or else it may be opaque, dzsungelben. In the 

latter case, the e blocks the back vowel fiom spreading vowel harmony and becomes a 

harmonic front vowel because it spreads harmony to the suffix vowel. 

With the first group of words used in this category participants were asked to use 

the dative sufEx which has two alternants: -naW-nek. The alternant -nek occurs in 

independent forms, i.e. nekem 'to me', and can therefore be regarded as the underlying 

form. Here are the sentences used: 

Kinek adta? Andrasnak Who did helshe give it to? To Andrew. 
Kinek adta? PCternek. Who did helshe give it to? To Peter. 

Here is the list of doublets used with the dative suffix: 

Agnes 'Agnes' 
hotel 'hotel' 
Jozsef 'Joseph' 
szalarnander 'salamander' 



The first three doublets are disyllabic and consist of a back vowel followed by a 

front urnounded vowel. The doublet 'szalamander' consists of three back vowels 

followed by a front unrounded vowel. If the count effect (Hayes 2004) is relevant, we 

can expect a greater number of back suffix vowels with this doublet. The neutral vowel 

e is classified as the least neutral of the neutral vowels; therefore, my prediction was that 

the majority of responses would contain front suffix vowels. 

With the next group of doublets participants were asked to used the ablative 

suffix which has two alternants: - r W - r d .  The alternant -rdl occurs in independent 

forms, i.e. rdhm 'about me' and can thus be regarded as underlying. The senfences used 

were the following: 

Mirol beszel? A h h 6 1  What is helshe talking about? About the house. 
Mirol beszel? A nevrol. What is helshe talking about? About the name. 

Here is the list of words: 

affer 'quarrel' 
aszpirin 'aspirin' 
dzsungel 'jungle ' 
klarinet 'clarinet' 
zshner 'genre' 

My prediction was that the doublets with the vowel e would result in the highest 

rate of occurrences of front suffixes, followed by the vowels e' and i. The reason is that e 

is considered the least neutral vowel and should therefore result in the highest number of 

front suffixes and i is conidered the most neutral and should therefore result in the 

highest number of back suffixes. 



With the next group of doublets participants were asked to use the instructive 

suffix which has two variants: -val/-vel. With roots ending in consonants, these are -a1 

and -el. Here are the sentences used: 

hsvhyviz 'mineral water' 
Az ~ s v ~ y v i z z e l  kerem. I'd like it with the mineral water. 
&Y 'bed' 
Az aggyal kerem. I'd like it with the bed. 

This is the list of doublets used with the instructive case: 

bankett 'banquet' 
fotel 'armchair' 
analizis 'analysis' 
balett 'ballet' 

Three of the doublets are disyllabic and consist of a back vowel followed by the 

neutral vowel e. The doublet 'analizis' consists of four syllables, two ba.ck vowels 

followed by two neutral vowels. 

With the final group of doublets participants were asked to used the adverbial 

suffix alternants -an and -en. Here are the sentences: 

Hogyan csindta? Szepen How did hdshe do it? Beautifully. 
Hogyan csinalta? Gyorsan. How did hdshe do it? Quickly. 

The words used are: 

aggressziv 'aggressive' 
konkret 'concretey 

The root 'aggressziv' consists of a back; vowel followed by two neutral vowels 

and the root 'konkret' consists of a back vowel followed by a neutral vowel. My 

prediction was that 'agressziv' would result in more fkont suffixes than 'konkrkt' because 

of the two neutral vowels in its root and its vowel e which is regarded as the least neutral 

of the neutral vowels. 



2.3 Task 

Participants were instructed to provide suffixes for the words shown to them on 

index cards. Prior to showing them the index cards for each category, I provided them 

with a carrier sentence and sample sentences to model the activity. I explained to them 

that when I showed them the index card they would need to give the same suffix as in the 

carrier sentence and the sample sentences. I then asked if they had questions and if they 

did not, I showed them the index cards and recorded their answers with a cassette 

recorder. Each word in each category was recorded three times. This was done by 

mixing up the order of the cards in each category. When recording participants' 

responses the first time, I used the same order with each participant. I started with 

toponyms and then continued with nonsense words, real words, neutral vowel roots, 

verbs and doublets. The second and third times, however, I also mixed up the order of 

these categories. 

2.4 Results 

In all three groups, deviations from the standard could be considered examples of 

attrition. According to Seliger and VAg6 1984, llulsen 2000, Riionheimo 1998, Kaufinan 

1995, attrition is the disintegration of the strucime of a first language in contact with a 

second language. They also define this process as language shift because the second 

language becomes the primary language of the new environment. 

The first group was born in Canada and was thus exposed to the primary language 

of the new environment from the beginning. The second group, however, was #exposed to 

this new environment for less than 5 years. As a result, it could be expected that the first 

group would deviate most from the standard and the second group the least. The third 

group, having been in Canada for more than 201 years, could be expected to show more 

deviation than the second group but less than the first. 



2.4.1 Toponyms 

Table 2 presents speaker responses to Hungarian toponyms. They are averaged across 

groups and presented separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost value and the 

second vowel from the right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-round] feature 

values; so are the responses. Expected (standard) responses are shown i11 bold. Note that 

the set of grammatically possible suffixes does not include the feature combination 

Table 2 

Hungarian Toponyms 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk,-rd +bk, +rd 

Fiired -bk, +rd -bk, -rd -en/ben 100% 
Gy6ngyiis -bk, +rd -bk, +rd -ben 15.6% -on 84.4% 



Participants suffixed the forms -bed-ban/-on with 'Borcs', and the most frequent 

selection -hen accounted for 55.6% of responses, but the back suffix vowel of -ban 

was only used in 2.2% of responses. 

'Budapest' had the suffix variant with the highest percentage of responses: 92.2%. 

Following 'Budapest', the highest numbers of responses were recorded for 

'Esztergom' (88.9%)' 'Gyongyos' (84.4%)' 'Miskolc' (8 1.1%) and 'Fiired' (80%). 

Though 'Esztergom' and 'Miskolc' consist of front unrounded vowels and back 

vowels, participants unanimously selected back suffix vowels. In these words the 

final vowel of the root is a back vowel, an iindicaticsn that the final vowel of the root 

appears to be the trigger of harmony in disharmonic roots. 

With 'Viss', the back suffixes -on and -ban were selected in 17.8% of' cases. In 

those cases 'Viss' behaved as a neutral vowel root. With 'Zirc', however, the back 

suffixes -on and -ban were only chosen in 4.,4% of cases. 

Front mounded roots showed considerable variation. The front mounded suffix 

alternant -en was suffixed to 'Biikk' in 4.4% of cases, and to 'Szur' in 3.3% of cases. 

However, with the front mounded roots such as 'PCly' and 'R6dicsZ', no front 

rounded sdfix alternants were used. 



Table 3 presents speaker responses to international toponyms. They are averaged 

across groups and presented separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost 

vowel and the second vowel from the right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and 

[+-round] feature values; so are the responses. Expected (standard) responses are 

shown in bold. Note that the set of gramma~tically possible suffixes does not include 

the feature combination [+back, +round] or [:+back, -round]. 

Table 3 

International Toponyms 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

I I 

Goteborg 1 -bk, -rd 1 +bk, +rd 1 -en/-ben :KI -on/- ban 65.5% 

I I I I I I 

I I 

Kobe j +bk, +rd j -bk, -rd j +en 32.i- -ban ,45.6% 

Bukarest 

Lima I -bk, +rd I +bk, +rd I I I I -ban 97.8% 

+bk, -rd 

I I 
P&ks I +bk, -rd -bk, -rd / - ben 2 . 2 ' % 4 - 9 7 . 8 %  

1 I I I I I 

-bk, -rd 

Madrid I +bk, +rd I -bk, -rd 1 -ben 1.1% 

-en/ben 100% 

I -ban 98.9% 

I I I I I I 

I I 
Tel Aviv 1 +bk, +rd / -bk, -rd / -en/-ben 25.5%1 -on/-lban 74.4% 

Tallinn 
I I I I I I 

Taskent I +bk, +rd I -bk -rd I -en/-ben 68.9% 1 
+bk, +rd 

I -on/-han31.1% 

-bk, -rd -en/-ben 7.8% -on/-iban 92.2% 



Table 4 presents speaker responses to North American toponyms averaged across groups 

and presented separately for each word. The rightmost vowel and second vowel from the 

right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-round] feature values; so are the 

responses. Expected responses are shown in bold. The set of grarnatically possible 

sufExes does not include the feature combination [+back, -round] or [-back, +round]. 

Table 4 

North American Toponyms 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, i-rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

Alberni 

Burnaby 

Calgary 

Coquitlam 

Delta 

Langley 

Los Angeles 

Maple Ridge 

Massachusetts 

Montreal 

New Brunswick 

New Hampshire 

Saskatchewan 

Seattle 

Squarnish 

Surrey 

Texas 

Vancouver 

Vermont 

Windsor 



Now I will focus on participants' responses with international and North American 

toponyms: 

Pronunciation of North American toponyms varied between a traditional 

pronunciation and a North American pronunciation and this was often a factor in the 

choice of suffix variant. 

Four words received unanimous responses: 'Delta', 'Montrehl', 'Saskatchewan' and 

'Surrey'. Though 'Delta', 'Montrehl' and 'Saskatchewan' have a combination of 

front unrounded and back vowels, participants were unanimous in their decision to 

treat these front vowels as transparent vowels. 

Participants did not give unanimous responses for disyllabic words consisting of a 

back vowel and a front unrounded vowel in which the front unrounded vowel was the 

final vowel of the root. 

For example, 'Taskent' has the same combination of' vowels as 'Delta' but in reverse 

order. Although participants were unanimous in their selection of the back suffix 

alternant -ban with 'Delta', they were not lmanimous in their selection of the front 

suffix alternant -ben with 'Taskent'. Rather, participants sufixed the fiont suffix 

alternant -ben to Taskent in 43.3% of cases and the back suffix alternant -ban in 

27.8% of cases. 

It appears that sufix choice is more consis1:ent in cases where the final vowel of a 

root is a back vowel as opposed to a front unrounded vowel. 

Following the four words which received unanimous responses, the highest 

percentages for a suffix variant were recorded for 'Madrid' (98.9%), 'Lima~', 'PArizs' 

and 'Texas' (97.8%), 'Langley' (96.7%)' 'Calgary' (95.6%) and Coquitlani (94.4%). 

These words all contain a combination of back vowels and front unrounded vowels. 



Langley' is different from the other words because participants wlere nearly 

unanimous in their selection of the front suffix variant -ben with Langley, and not the 

back suffix variant -ban which was used with the other words. Perhaps the reason 

that nearly all participants used the front suffix variant with Langley is that they 

tended to pronounce this word as it would be pronounced in English. In ofher words, 

the tendency was to pronounce the first vowel as the low front unrounded [ae] rather 

than the low mid back rounded [3]. In those cases in which the first vowel was 

pronounced [ae], the result was a front harmonic root and the suffix variant -ben was 

then the expected response. 

'New Hampshire' also resulted in a high number of fiont suffix variants, but there are 

two plausible explanations. One is that participants treated this word as a compound 

and therefore did not spread the back vowel of 'New' to the suffix. The other 

explanation is one which was already used to explain the results which occurred with 

'Langley'. Many participants pronounced 'Hampshire' with an English 

pronunciation which resulted in the first vowel being pronounced [=I. In this case, 

'Hampshire' consisted of two front vowels and a front suffix variant was therefore an 

expected result. 

'Seattle' is an example of a dishamonic root. Participants chose the back s f l ix  in 

68.9% of cases. A few participants used the pronunciation [se3tle], a pronunciation 

which resulted in a higher percentage of front suffixes. 

In the cases of roots consisting of a back vowel followed by a neutral vowel, the 

tendency was to use the highest percentage of back suffix vowels with the neutral 

vowel i followed by fewer back suffix vowels with the vowel e' and the lowest 

percentage of back suffix vowels with e. It appears that i is the most transparent 

vowel with respect to vowel harmony and e is the most harmonic front. In terms of 

neutrality, we can say that i appears to be the most neutral vowel and e the least 

neutral. 



To determine this, we can compare the disyllabic roots 'Madrid', 'Phrizs, 'Tallinn', 

'Athen' and 'Taskent'. 'Madrid', 'Pzkizs' and 'Tallinn' all have the high front 

unrounded i as the final vowel of their root. Participants suffixed the back suffix 

variant -ban to 'Madrid' with a frequency of 98.9%' to 'Phizs' 97.8% and to 

'Tallinn' 82.2%. The frequency with which -ban was used in the case of 'Tallinn' 

appears a little low, but the reason is that in 10% of cases, participants used the 

adessive variant -on. Nevertheless, participants sufixed a back vowel to 'Tallinn' in 

92.2% of cases. In all of these cases, the high fiont unrounded vowel i had an 

overwhelming tendency to behave as a transparent vowel. 

The root 'AthCn' consists of a back vowel and a long high mid front umounded 

vowel, With this root, participants selected the back suffix variant -blan with a 

frequency of 5 1.1% and the front suffix variant 48.9%. The distribution of the two 

suffix variants was very even, but nevertheless it is clear that in this root the vowel e' 

was less transparent than the vowel i was in the other disyllabic roots. 

'Taskent' contains a back vowel followed by the low front unrounded e.  With this 

root, participants selected the front suffix variant -ben with a frequency of 43.3%. 

This percentage may seem low for the claim that e tends to behave as a. harmonic 

front vowel, but the adessive variant -en was selected in another 25.6% of cases. As 

a result, a front suffix vowel was selected in 68.9% of cases. This appears to indicate 

that of the neutral vowels, e is the one which is least neutral. As the final vowel of a 

root with back vowels, the vowel e' tends to select fewer front suffix vowels than e, 

and i selects the fewest because it is the neutral vowel which tends to behave most as 

a transparent vowel. 

'Vancouver' provides strong evidence for the claim that e often tends to fimction as a 

harmonic front vowel. This root has two back vowels and only one neulral vowel, 

but nevertheless the front suffix variant -lien was chosen by participants with a 

frequency of 70%. 



In 'Los Angeles', the root also has two back vowels but the final two vowels of the 

root are the neutral vowels e. In this case, ]participants chose the front suffix variant 

with an even higher frequency than with 'Vancouver', a frequency of 87.8%. That 

the neutral vowel is the final vowel of the root appears to be very significant because 

in the case of 'Delta', a root with a neutral vowel in the initial syllable imd a back 

vowel in the final syllable, participants were unanimous in their selection of the back 

suffix variant -ban. 

The root 'Szoul' is exceptional because it is a disyllabic root consisting of a front 

rounded vowel followed by a back vowel. However, many participants pronounced 

this word [sol] in which case they understandably only applied the back suffix variant 

-ban. Among those who pronounced the word [snrul], there were a few who used the 

front suffix variant -ben. Nevertheless, the firequency of -ban was high, 84.4%. 

'Goteborg' has a front rounded vowel followed by a front mounded vowel and a 

back vowel. The root has two front vowels to one back vowel, an example of the 

count effect which predicts a higher frequency of front suffix vowels with a higher 

ratio of front mounded (neutral) vowels to lback vowels in the root. The back vowel 

is the final vowel of the root, though, which tends to result in a high frequency of 

back suffix vowels. Participants chose the back suffix variant in 64.4% of' cases, not 

such a high frequency in comparison to other roots such as 'Szoul'. This could be 

partly as a result of the count effect. 

In the case of 'Massachusetts', however, there is little evidence of the count effect. 

Although the neutral vowel is the final vowel of the :root, it is preceded by three back 

vowels. As a result, one might expect a relatively low number of fiont suffix 

variants, but participants selected the front suffix variant -ben with a frequency of 

64.4%. Nevertheless, this is a lower frequency of the front suffix variant than with 

'Jeruzsalem', a root with two back vowels and two neutral vowels. In this case, 

participants selected the front suffix variant -ben with a frequency of 81.1%;. 



Table 5 presents the percentage of front vowels and back vowels in the suffixes of 

Hungarian, North American and international toponyms. 

Table 5 

Vowel Quality of Toponym Suffix 

I Front Vowel 1 39% 
I 

Back Vowel 1 61% 

The following chart shows the distribution of suffx variants in toponyms in each of the 

three groups: 

Figure 1 

Adessivel lnessive Variants 



From the charts we can clearly see that the results of the second and third groups are 

similar. The results of the first group vary the m.ost from the other groups. 

2.4.2 Nonsense Words 

Table 6 presents speaker responses to nonsense words. They are averaged across groups 

and presented separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost vowel and the second 

vowel fiom the right in the stem are specified fix [+-back] and [+-round] feature values; 

so are the responses. The set of grmatical1,y possible suffixes does not include the 

feature combination [+back, -round]. 

Table 6 

Nonsense Words 

2nd V fiom right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

bahul 

bilBz 

krenisz 

kiimpig 

metes 

ontbon 

pBrcse 

riltak 

sonyor 

t6szkocs 

udmisz 

iigmiit 



Recall that in this category, I created nonsense words which resembled Hungarian 

words. Participants were asked to use the a~lla~tive suffix. The following could be 

observed: 

No unanimous responses were recorded, but a number of nonsense words received a 

high percentage of responses with one suffix variant. The highest number of 

responses was recorded for 'bahul' and 'riltak': 97.8%, followed by 'albhk', 

96.7%, 'p6rcse' and 'sonyor', 95.6%, 'bilCz' and 'tCszkocs', 94.4%, 'krenisz', 93.3%, 

and 'metes', 92.2%. 

None of the nonsense words which recorded the highest percentage of responses 

contained front rounded vowels. They consisted of nonsense words with back 

vowels, front vowels, and a combination of front unrounded and back vowels. 

Two important observations can be made regarding the nonsense words consisting of 

front mounded and back vowels with a high frequency of responses with one suffix 

variant: the front unrounded vowel was always the first vowel of the root, and the 

fi-ont unrounded vowel was always transparent. As a result, the suffix vowel selected 

in these cases was always a back vowel. 

Back vowel roots received a slightly higher number of responses with lone suffix 

variant than did front mounded vowel mots. 'The percentages of unanimous 

responses recorded for 'bahul', 'albhnk' and 'sonyor' were 97.8%, 96.7% and 95.6%. 

In comparison, the front unrounded roots of 'pkrcse', 'krenisz' and 'bilCz,' received 

percentages of 95.6%, 94.4% and 93.3%. The higher percentages of the back vowel 

roots may reflect the fact that there was only one back vowel variant -hoz als opposed 

to two front vowel variants, -he2 and -hoz. 



The front rounded vowel roots, 'ontbon' and 'iigmiit', received a considerably lower 

number of responses with one suffix variant than did the back vowel and front 

unrounded vowel roots. The number of responses recorded for 'ontbon' and 'iigmiit' 

was 81.1% and 66.7%. Many participants used the front unrounded variant -he2 

instead of the front rounded -hoz. With 'ont'bon' -he2 was used in 14.4% of cases and 

with 'iigmiit' in 2 1.1 % of cases. 

This appears to indicate that rounding harmony is not so stable. Though the front 

mounded -he2 was often suffixed to front rounded roots, the opposite was not 

common. There were few cases where the front rounded -hoz was suffixed to fiont 

unrounded roots. For example, -hoz was suffixed to 'pkrcse', 'krenisz' and 'bilez' in 

only 2.2%' 1.1% and 3.3% of cases. Therefore, participants were much more likely 

to overapply a front unrounded suffix viuiant to a front rounded root than to 

overapply a fiont rounded suffix variant to a front mounded root. 

Two of the nonsense words consisted of a back vowel followed by a neutral vowel, 

'fompkt' and 'udmisz'. In the previous category, toponyms, it was discovered that 

such roots tended to result in a high nurriber of back suffix variants due to the 

transparent behaviour of the neutral vowel. With these nonsense words, however, 

participants used a high percentage of front sax variants. In the cases of 'fompkt' 

and 'udmisz', -hez was used in 71.1% and 52.2% of cases. 

As expected, the i of 'udmisz' was more neutral than the e' of 'foinpkt', but 

nevertheless, both vowels often behaved as firont harmonic vowels. It appeins that the 

neutral vowels in these nonsense words behaved as front harmonic vowels ]more often 

than they would have in real words. Perhaps the neutral vowels tend to behave more 

as front harmonic vowels when they occur in unfamiliar words. 

In the root 'tkszkocs', the reverse situation of 'fompkt' and 'udmisz' because the 

neutral vowel preceded the back vowel, the results were very different. The back 

suffix variant -hoz was recorded in 94.4% of cases. indicatine that the final vowel of 



the root determined the choice of suffix vowel. In this root the vowel e' nearly always 

behaved as a transparent vowel. 

Two of the nonsense words, 'brnC' and 'kiirnpig', consisted of a front rounded vowel 

followed by a front mounded vowel. In both cases, participants consistently chose 

the front mounded suffix variant over the front rounded one. The front unrounded 

suffix variant -hez was suffixed to '0rnC7 and 'kiimpig' in 84.4% and 81% of cases. 

The front rounded -hdz was only applied in 5.6% and 6.7% of cases, lower 

percentages than for the back suffix variant: -hoz. In these cases, the front rounded 

vowel of the first syllable seldom spread rounding to the suffix. 

The word 'obbold7 contains no neutral vowels and can therefore be regarded as 

disharmonic. In many cases participants failed to pronounce the wor'd 'obbold7 

[ob:old] but rather [ob:old] or [ob:old]. Since the front rounded vowel was in the 

final syllable of the root, the prediction was that participants would select the fiont 

rounded variant -hoz over -hoz. This was the case:: -hoz was selected in 72.2% of 

cases and -hoz in 20%. In a number of' cases rounding harmony did not apply 

because -hez was selected in 7.8% of cases. 

Table 7 presents the percentages of fiont and lback vowels in the suffixes of nonsense 

back vowel roots I back vowel 96.7% 

words. 

Table 7 

Backness of Allative Suffix Vowel in Nonsense Words 

front vowel roots 
- 

front vowel 95.1 % 

front and back vowel roots 

back and front vowel roots 

back vowel 97.8% 
- 

fiont vowel 68.9% 



There was not much variation in the responses of the three groups, but 

participants in the first group used the front unrounded variant with greater frequency 

than in the other two groups. Here are the results: 

Figure 2 

V a r i a n t s  w i t h  N o n s e n s e  W o r d s  

G r o u p  h o z  h e 2  h r z  G r o u p  h o r  
t 2 

From the chart we can see that the responses of a11 groups were quite similar. 



2.4.2 Real Words 

Table 8 presents speaker responses to real words averaged across groups and presented 

separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost vowel and second vowel from the 

right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-rotund] feature values; so are the 

responses. Expected (standard) responses are slhown in bold. The set of grammatically 

possible suffixes does not include the feature combination [+back, -round]. 

Table 8 

Real Words 



Recall that in this category the nonsense words of the previous category were 

replaced with real words. The purpose was to compare participants' responses with 

nonsense words and real words. The following c:ould be observed : 

The only word which received a unanimous response was 'asztal', a back vowel root 

to which participants sufixed -hoz. Following 'asztal', the roots with the highest 

number of responses with one suffix variant were 'Sllomis' and 'szkk" (98.9%)' 

'bolcso' (97.8%)' 'bolt', 'ktterem', 'fdld', 'tiikor' and '&em' (96.7%)' 'huto' and 

'ko' (95.6%), 'hegy' and 'or', (93.3%), 'fu' (92.2%) and 'kpiilet' (91.1%). 

The only roots which did not record responses of over 90% were roots with front 

rounded vowels. 

In comparison to the nonsense words of the ]previous category, real words recorded a 

higher number of responses with one suffix variant. Of the nonsense words, only 9 

out of 16 recorded responses with a frequenc.~ of over 90%, but of the real words, 15 

out of 18 recorded responses with a frequency of over 90%. 

It appears that familiarity played an important role in the selection of suffix variants. 

Familiar words (real words) recorded a considerably higher number of responses with 

one suffix variant than unfamiliar (nonsense) words. 

The three roots with the lowest number of responses with one suffix variant contained 

front rounded vowels: 'fiil', 'kovet' and 'szog'. The suffix variant -hez was suffixed 

to 'fiil' and 'szog' with frequencies of 16.7% and 1 1.1 %. In the case of 'kovet', the 

expected suffix variant was -hez, but -hoz occurred with a frequency of 1 1 .I%. In 

these cases, the front mounded e behaved as a transparent vowel. 

All the roots consisting solely of front rounded vowels recorded response:s with the 

front mounded -hez, but roots consisting of two front rounded vowels riather than 

one recorded a lower number of responses with -hez. 



With the front rounded roots 'bolcsB', 'hutti' and 'tiikor', -hez was recorded in only 

1 .I%, 1.1% and 2.2% of cases. However, with the monosyllabic roots "fdld', 'fu', 

'flil', 'ko', 'or' and 'szog', -hez was recorded in 3.3%, 4.4%, 16.7%, 2.2%), 1.1% and 

1 1.1 % of cases. 

The results appear to indicate that the count effect is significant: roots consisting of 

two front rounded vowels resulted in a higher frequency of responses with the front 

rounded variant -hoz than did roots with one front rounded vowel. 

All of the roots consisting solely of front rounded vowels recorded responses with the 

front mounded -hez. In these cases, participants overapplied the front mounded 

suffix variant. The reverse also occurred.. With the roots 'etterem', "hegy' and 

'szdk', the front rounded -hoz was recorded with frequencies of 3.3%' 6.7% and 

1.1%. With the exception of 'Ctterem', though, the firont rounded -hdz was suffixed to 

the front unrounded roots in only a few cases. 

Participants exhibited a greater tendency to overapply the front moundled -hez to 

front rounded roots rather than the fiont unrounded -hoz to front rounded roots. 

Of the roots consisting of a combination of front rounded and front unrounded 

vowels, there was more variation in the responses than with the other roots. The root 

'iizem' recorded a high percentage of responses with one suffix variant, !>6.7%, but 

the other two roots, 'dpulet' and 'kovet', recorded percentages of 91.1% and 87.8%. 

With these roots, it was usually the final vowel of the root which spread hlarmony to 

the suffix, making these vowels behave as harmonic front vowels. H:owever, a 

number of responses were recorded in which they behaved as transpare.nt vowels. 

The suffix variant -hoz was saxed to 'dpulet', 'kovet' and 'iizem' with frequencies 

of 7.8%, 11.1% and 3.3%. 

With the roots 'Br' and 'hut6' the suMix variant -hoz was recorded more often than 

the suffix variant -hez. 



With the other front rounded roots, -hez occurred with greater frequency thim -hoz. A 

possible explanation for the relatively high occurrences of -hoz may be that this 

occurs in independent forms, i.e. hozzdm, 'towards me', and therefore can be 

considered the underlying form. However, in those cases where -hoz wiE selected 

more often than -hez, it was a relatively low number. 

In a comparison of nonsense words with real words, the following was evident: 

real words recorded a higher number of responses with one suffix variant and less 

variation in the responses, and rounding harmony was more stable with real words. With 

both nonsense words and real words, the highest number of responses was recorded with 

back vowel roots and front unrounded roots. 

In the responses of the three groups, the responses of the first group deviated the 

most from the standard. This can be seen in the following charts: 

Figure 3 

Allative Variants 

hoz hez 

Standard 



Figure 4 

The following table presents the percentage of front and back vowels in the allaitive suffix 

of real words. 

Table 9 

Backness of Allative Suffix Vowel in Real Words 

front vowel roots front vowel 98.4% 
I 

back vowel roots I back vowel 98.5% 



2.4.3 Neutral Vowel Roots 

Table 10 presents speaker responses to neutral vowel roots. They are averaged across 

groups and presented separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost vowel and the 

second vowel from the right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-round] feature 

values; so are the responses. Expected (standard) responses are given in bold. Note that 

for the neutral vowel roots the set of grammatical possible suffixes does not include the 

feature combination [-back, +round]. 

Table 10 

Neutral Vowel Roots 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rdl 

dij I I -bk -rd I I I I -at/-ot 933% 

Recall that participants were asked to use the accusative suffix. The following 

could be observed: 

The neutral vowel root with the highest number of responses with one suffix variant 

was 'izom' with 98.9%. This was followed by 'gyik' (96.7%), 'titok' (94.4%), 'dij7 

(90%), 'nyil' (84.4%) and 'h6j7 (60%). The root 'h6j' recorded a far lower number of 

responses than the other roots. This may indicate that this root was less familiar to 

the participants than the other ones. 



The neutral vowel root 'dij' can also be classified as a lowering root blecause the 

suffix vowel is not only back but also low. Lowering roots require a low vowel in the 

suffix, either the low front unrounded e or the low back unrounded a. The other 

neutral vowel roots which are also lowering roots are 'h6j9 and 'nyil'. I will now 

refer to these neutral vowel roots as neutral vowel lowering roots. With these neutral 

vowel lowering roots, the suffix vowel is not the vowel o but rather a. The prediction 

was that these neutral vowel lowering roots would show more variation than the other 

neutral vowel roots and record a lower number of responses with one sufjfix variant. 

The results show that this was indeed the case. The neutral vowel lowixing roots 

recorded the lowest numbers of unanimous response:;. 

Other observations were the following: in the case of 'dij', a neutral vowel lowering 

root, -at was recorded with a frequency of 90%. However, the second most popular 

response was not -ot, the suffix variant which would normally combine with a neutral 

vowel root, but rather -t. This sufix variant occurs after roots which end in vowels 

and after certain coronal consonants such as kin 'torture' and sir 'grave'. It was not 

the expected response with 'dij' but nevertheless occurred in 6.7% of cases. 

Rather than selecting a suffix vowel, participants who used the suffix variant -t 

deleted the vowel. This may exemplify language change in progress. 

Since vowel deletion occurred with 'dij', it would seem very likely that this would 

also be the case with 'h6j' and 'nyil'. Vowel deletion would not be expected with 

'gyk' because Hungarian syllable structure does not allow a velar stop followed by a 

dental stop in the syllable coda. It would not be expected with 'izom' or 'titok', 

either, because the o of the root deletes when they combine with the accusalive suffix. 

The results indicate that vowel deletion occurred not only with 'dij' but also with 

'hej' and 'nyil': with 'dij' it did not occur so frequtmtly, only in 6.7% of cases, but 

with 'hdj' and 'nyil' the frequencies were a little higher: 8.9% and 12.2%. 

Nevertheless. the freauencv of vowel deletion was relativelv stable and svstematic. 



Participants who applied vowel deletion to one root tended to do the same with the 

other roots. 

The neutral vowel lowering roots require low vowels in the suffix, but in a number of 

cases, participants used a mid back vowel instead. With 'dij', the suffix variant -ot 

was recorded in 3.3% of cases, with 'hdj' in 1.1% of cases and with 'ny:il in 2.2%. 

The root 'hdj' recorded the response -at in 10% of cases. It was never recorded with 

any of the other neutral vowel roots. Root-final vowels often lengthen when they 

combine with a suffix, i.e. rdzsa 'rose', rozsh-t 'rose acc.' This may explain vowel 

lengthening in this case. 

Mid back suffix vowels seldom occurred with the neutral vowel lowering roots, but in 

a few cases the reverse occurred: participants used a low suffix vowel with a neutral 

vowel root. For example, the back suffix variant -at occurred with 'izom' and 'titok' 

in 1.1% and 5.6% of cases. It did not occur with the other neutral vowel roots. When 

we compare the frequency with which -at was applied to roots where -0t was the 

expected response, and -ot was applied to roots where -at  was the expected response, 

the frequencies are low and virtually identical. 

The neutral vowel roots are exceptional because they consist of roots with fiont 

unrounded vowels which require back suffix vowels. Unlike the majority of 

Hungarian words consisting solely of front unrounde:d vowels in the root, the neutral 

vowel roots do not combine with front suffix vowels. It is significant to determine 

the frequency of responses with front suffix vowe:ls. With 'dij' the fiont suffix 

variant -et was never recorded. In the neutral vowel roots with the back vowel o in 

the root, no responses with -et were recorded, either. The only neutral vowel roots 

which recorded the response -et were 'gyik' and '116j' and there was considerable 

variation in the frequencies. With 'gyik', -et was recorded in only 3.3% of cases but 

with 'hdj' it was recorded in 20%. 



This is a significant difference but is consistent with the analysis of i as a more 

neutral vowel than e'. Since i is more neutral than i, we can expect e' to behave as a 

front harmonic vowel in a greater number of cases, thereby resulting in a higher 

number of front suffixes. In Vag6's list of 58 neutral vowel roots provided in section 

1.4, i occurred in 34 roots but e' in only two. As a result, it is not surprising that i 

combined more consistently with back suffixes than did e'. 

Table 11 presents the percentage of front and back vowe!ls in the accusative sul'fix: 

Table 11 

Backness of the Accusative Suffix Vowel in Neutral Vowel Roots 

I Front Vowel ( 4.3% I 
I Back Vowel 1 95.7% I 

The participants in the second and third groups gave responses close to the 

standard but those in the first group deviated significantly from the standard responses. 

This can be seen in the following charts: 



Figure 5 

Accusative Variants 

- 

Standard 

Accusative Variants 

Gmup at et ot t Group at at t Group at et at 1 at 
1 2 3 



2.4.4 Verbs 

Table 12 presents speaker responses to verbs. They are averaged across groups and 

presented separately for each word. In this table, the riglhtmost vowel of the word and the 

second vowel from the right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-round] feature 

values; so are the responses. Expected (standard) responses are shown in bold.. Note that 

the set of grammatical possible suffixes for these verbs does not include the feature 

combination [+back, -round]. 

Table 12 

Verbs 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, -trd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 
- 

bir -bk, -rd -tok 100% 

I , 
indul -bk, -rd +bk, +rd -tok 100% 

I 

kohog j -bk, +rd j -bk, +rd j -tek ~EK~ZGG% j - 
nyog -bk, +rd -tek 3.3% -tok 95~5% -tok 1.1% 

vidul I -bk, -rd I -bk, +rd I -tok 4.4% -tok 95.6% 
I I - 

visit / -bk -rd / -bk, -rd / -tek mo -(a)tok 72.21% 



Recall that in this category participants were asked to use the 2pl present tense 

sdXx with verbs consisting of neutral vowel roots and front rounded roots. The 2pl 

present tense suffix has three alternants: -tok, -tek, and -tok, However, with the verbs 

used in this category there were only two possible suffix alternants, -tok for the neutral 

vowel roots and -tok for the front rounded vowel roots. The following could be 

observed: 

Three verbs recorded unanimous responses: 'bir', 'indul' and 'iszik'. These are all 

neutral vowel roots which combine with the variant --tok. It should be noted that with 

the verb 'iszik', it changes to 'isztok' when it combines with the suffix. 

Following 'bir', 'indul' and 'iszik', the verbs with the highest numbers of' responses 

with one suffix variant were 'nybg' and 'vidul' (95.6%)' 'fiityiil' (94.4%)' 'kohog' 

(91. 1%)' 'foz' and 'sapor' (90%) and 'visit' ((72.2%).. 

The verb 'visit' had a significantly lower number of unanimous responses than the 

other verbs. This may indicate that participants were less familiar with this verb than 

with the other ones. 

The neutral vowel roots 'bir', 'indul' and 'iszik' recorded unanimous responses, but 

'vidul' and 'visit' did not. With 'vidul' the variant -tok occurred in 4.4% of cases. 

With 'visit' the front mounded variant -tek was selected in 26.7% of cases and -tok 

in only 1 .I%. That -tek was selected so frequently indicates that many participants 

did not recognize 'visit' as a neutral vowel root. It appears likely that a lack of 

familiarity with a neutral vowel root results in a greater number of front suffixes 

because participants then tend to treat the root as if it were a harmonic front root. 

With the front rounded roots 'foz', 'fiityiil', 'kbhog', 'nyog' and 'sopor', no 

unanimous responses were recorded. The front mounded variat -tek occurred in all 

instances. 



These results provide evidence that rounding harmony is less extensive and less stable 

than backness harmony. As noted by Utasi-McRobblie 1984 (see 1.6), this process of 

the disappearance of the rounding harmony Pule occurs in cases of imperfect language 

performance. 

With the front rounded verbs 'foz', 'fiityiil', 'kohog', 'nyog' and 'sopiir': the sd3x 

variant -tek was recorded with frequencies of 10%' .5.6%, 8.9%, 3.3% and 10%. The 

back variant -tok was also recorded with 'nyog' but the frequency was a very low 

1.1%. 

Since the front mounded variant -tek occurred with the front rounded roots, I also 

determined the frequency with which participants used the front rounded variant -tok 

with the neutral vowel roots. The only two neutral1 vowel roots which recorded the 

fiont rounded variant were 'vidul' and 'visit' with frequencies of 4.4% and 1.1 %. In 

the case of 'vidul', the selection of the front rounded variant may have been 

influenced by the uncertainty of whether to use a front unrounded or baclk vowel in 

the suffix. In the case of 'visit' the frequency is so low we can consider it negligible. 

The results indicate that overapplication of the fiont unrounded -tek was more 

common than overapplication of the front rounded -ttj;k. In several instances rounding 

harmony was violated, but backness harmony was only violated once. It is clear from 

the results that backness harmony was applied far more consistently than rounding 

harmony. It appears that in cases of imperfect language performance, rounding 

harmony is less stable than backness harmony. 



Table 13 presents the percentage of front vowels and back vowels in the suffixes of the 

verbs. 

Table 13 

Vowel Quality in Suffix Vowel of Verbs 

Of the three groups, the first deviated most from the standard am 

group did not deviate at all. Here are the results: 

Figure 7 

1 ithe second 



Figure 8 

Verb Variants 

G r o u p  tok t e k  fok Group tok  tek  tb'k G r o u p -  tok  t e k  t'ok 
1 2 3 



2.4.5 Doublets 

Table 14 presents speaker responses to doublets. They are averaged across groups and 

presented separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost vowel and the second 

vowel from the right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-round] feature values; 

so are the responses. Note that the set of grammatically possible suffixes does not 

include the feature combination [-back, +round] or [+back, -round]. 

Table 14 

Doublets With Dative 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

In the category of doublets, participants were asked to use four different suffixes. 

Therefore, the doublets were divided into four groups. With the first group of doublets, 

participants were asked to use the dative suffix -naW-nek. Since -nek occurs in 

independent forms, i.e. nekem 'to me', it can be regarded as the underlying form. The 

following could be observed: 

Agnes 

hotel 

J6zsef 

szalamander 

It is clear that e behaved more as a harmonic front vowel than as a transparent vowel. 

The front variant -nek was recorded with 'Jbzsef' in 88.9% of cases, fc~llowed by 

'szalamander' (87.8%)' 'hotel' (80%)' and 'Agnes' (73.3%). 

+bk, -rd 

+bk, +rd 

+bk, +rd 

+bk, +rd 

-bk, -rd 

-bk, -rd 

-bk, -rd 

-bk, -rd 

-nek 73.3% 

-nek 80% 

-nek 88.9% 

-nek 87.8% 

.-nak 26.7% 

.-nak 20% 

-nak 11.1% 

,-nak 12.2% 



Participants preferred -nek over -nak but there was variation. With 'J6zseP7 the back 

variant -nak was only selected in 11.1% of cases, but with 'Agnes7 the same back 

variant was selected in 26.7% . 

The e in the root 'J6zsef behaved as a harmonic front vowel for the majority of 

participants. 

In Agnes, however, the e behaved as a transparent vowel in a considerable number of 

cases. This was also the case with 'hotel' because the back variant -nak was chosen 

in 20% of cases. 

Despite the variation in the selection of -nak or -nek, the results appear to indicate 

that the choice of suffix variant was not random, but rather, that participants tended to 

exhibit a preference for one variant over another. 

The root 'szalamander' is different from the other roots because it consists of four 

syllables and has three back vowels followed by the front unrounded e. The 

combination of three back vowels and one front unrounded vowel did not result in a 

high number of back variants. In 87.8% of responses, the front variant -nek was 

selected. 

The only root with a higher number of front variants than 'szalamander' was 'J6zsef 

with 88.9%. The results of 'szalamander' may indicate that in doublets in which e is 

the final vowel of the root, it has a great tendency to behave as a hanrlonic front 

vowel regardless of the number of back vowels which precede it. 



Table 15 presents the percentage of back and front vowds in the dative suffix. 

Table 15 

Quality of Dative Suffix Vowel 

I Front Vowel 1 82.5% 

1 Back Vowel 
I 

1 17.5% 1 

The responses of the first two groups were identical. The third group recorded the highest 

percentage of back vowel variants and the lowest percentage of front vowel variants. 

Here are the results: 

Figure 9 

Doublets with Dative Variants 

Group 1 nak nek Group2 nak nek Group 3 nak rek 



Table 16 presents speaker responses to doublets with the ablative suffix. They are 

averaged across groups and presented separately for each word. In this table, the 

rightmost vowel and the second vowel from the stem are specified for [+-back] and for 

[+-round] feature values; so are the responses. Note that with these doublets the set of 

gramatically possible suffixes does not include either the feature value combination 

[+back, -round] or [-back, -round]. 

Table 16 

Doublets With Ablative 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

I 1 I 1 

aszpirin -bk, -rd -bk, -rd - ~ X X  36.7% 1 .-rd 63.3% 

affer 

I I I I 

dzsungel +bk, +rd -bk, -rd ?62.2% 1 -1-61 37.8% 

With the second group of doublets, participants were asked to use the ablative 

suffix -rW-rol. Since -rdI occurs in independent forms., i.e. rdam 'about me", it can be 

regarded as the underlying form. The following could be observed: 

With this group of doublets participants did not show such a clear preference for one 

form over another. There was considerable variation in participants' responses and 

participants were often inconsistent in their selection of suffix variant. Nevertheless, 

there were participants who were consistent in their selection. 

+bk, +rd 

The root 'aszpirin' recorded the highest number of responses with one suflix variant, 

63.3%. This was followed by 'dzsungel', 62.2%, 'iishner, 57.8%, 'klarinkt', 55.6%, 

and 'affkr', 51.1%. In the case of 'affkr', participatnts were almost evenly split on 

their selection of suffix variant. 

-bk, -rd I -rol 48.9% 1 -rol 51.1% 



The two roots with the low front unrounded e were the ones which recorded the 

highest frequencies of -rol. The front variant - r a  occurred with 'dzsungel' in 62.2% 

of cases and with 'zshner' in 57.8%. 

Thus we can say that e behaved as a front harmonic: vowel more often than the other 

neutral vowels. 

With the neutral vowel C the front suffix variant -rW occurred with less frequency: 

with 'affkr' in 48.9% of cases and with 'klarinkt' in 44.4%. 

The lowest frequency of front suffix vowels occurre:d with 'aszpirin', a root with the 

most neutral vowels in its final two syllables. With 'aszpirin' - r d  was only recorded 

in 36.7% of cases. 

The results show that the vowel i was the most transparent vowel. It was the vowel 

which was most likely to combine with a back suffix variant. The vowel e' was less 

neutral than i and the vowel e was the least neutral. In other words, the vowel e was 

the one which most often behaved as a front harmonic vowel and the vowel i the one 

which least often did so. Here are the participants' responses: 

Table 17 presents the percentage of front and back vowels in the ablative: suffix of 

doublets. 

Table 17 

Quality of Ablative Suffix Vowel 

I Front Vowel 1 50% I 
1 Back Vowel 1 50% I 



The responses of the three groups varied little, but the third group selected the 

back variant over the front variant. Here are the results: 

Figure 10 

rol 
+-+ 

Group 2 rol rol Group 3 rol 



Table 18 presents speaker responses to doublets with the instrumental sufl'lx variant. 

They are averaged across groups and presented separately for each word. In this table, 

the rightmost vowel and the second vowel from the stem are specified for [+-back] and 

for [+-round] feature values; so are responses. The set of grammatically possible suffixes 

does not include the feature value combination ,.tback, -round] or [-back, +round]. 

Table 18 

Doublets With Instrumental 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

I I I I I 

balett +bk, +rd -bk, -rd -el 6 1.1% / -a1 3 8 . 9 1 q  

analizis 

bankett I +bk, +rd / -bk, -rd I e l  74.4% 1 I I -a1 25.6% / 
I I I I I 

fotel +bk, +rd -bk, -rd -el 74.4% 1 a1  25.6'~q 

-bk, -rd 

Table 19 

Backness of Instrumental Suffix Vowel 

-bk, -rd 

I Front Vowel 68.6% I I 

-el 64.4% 

The front variant -el was preferred in all cases. Iit occurred most frequently with 

'bankett' and 'fotel', in 74.4% of cases. This was followed by 'analizis', 614.4%, and 

'balett', 61 .I%. 

I a1  35.61q 

Back Vowel 

The front variant occurred most often after doublets with the low front unrounded e in 

the final syllable. However, it also occurred least often after a doublet with e in the 

final syllable. 

3 1.4% 



In the case of 'balett', the front variant occured in fewer cases than it did with 

'analizis' . 

The doublets 'balett' and 'bankett' are similar. They both contain the same back 

vowel in their first syllable and the same neutral vowel in their final syllable, but 

'balett' triggered considerably fewer fkont suffix vowels than did 'bank8ettY. With 

'balett' there was more variation in the selection of the suffix variant. 

In the case of 'analizis', the prediction was that the back suffix variant would be 

preferred, but it is possible that the two neutral vowels in the final two syllables of the 

doublet resulted in a higher number of front suffix variants. 

With the exception of 'balett', the doublets with e in their final syllable triggered a 

higher number of front suffix variants than the doublet with i in its final syllable. The 

results show that the selection of suffix variant was not random, particularly in the 

cases of 'bankett' and 'fotel'. It appears that participants tended to ha.ve a clear 

preference for one form over another. 

In the following figure, we can see that all groups preferred the front sufrix variant 

over the back. This was especially true in the case of group I1 which selected the 

front suffix variant in 87.5% of cases. 



Figure 11 

Doublets with Instrumental Variants 

Group 2 al el Group 3 al el 



Table 20 presents speaker responses to nonsense words. They are averaged across groups 

and presented separately for each word. In this table, the rightmost vowel and the second 

vowel from the right in the stem are specified for [+-back] and [+-round] feature values; 

so are the responses. Note that the set of ga:armnatically possible suffixes does not 

include the feature combination [-back, +round] or [+back, -round]. 

Table 20 

Doublets With Adverbial 

With the fourth group of doublets, participants were asked to use the adverbial 

suffix -ad-en. The following could be observed: 

2nd V from right Rightmost V -bk, -rd -bk, +rd +bk, -rd +bk, +rd 

With 'aggressziv' -en occurred in 71 .I% of cases but with 'konkret' in only 38.9% of 

cases. 

aggressziv 

konkrkt 

The root 'aggressziv' has one back vowel followed by two front unroundedl vowels, e 

and i. It is likely that the low front wounded e triggered a high number of front 

suffix vowels despite not being the final vowel of the root. 

The doublet 'konkr6t' has the mid front wounded e' in the final syllable, a vowel 

which tends to trigger fewer front suffix vowels than e.  

-bk, -rd 

+bk, +rd 

-bk, -rd 

-bk, -rd 

-en 71.1% 

-en 38.9% 



It is also possible that 'aggressziv' triggered more fiont suffix vowels than 'konkrkt' 

because it has two neutral vowels to one back vowel whereas 'konkret' has only one 

neutral vowel to one back vowel. Therefore, the higher number of front suffix vowels 

with 'aggressziv' may have partly been the result of the count effect. 

Participants preferred the fiont vowel suffix variant -en with 'aggressziv' and the 

back vowel suffix variant -an with 'konkrkt'., 

Table 2 1 shows the percentage of fiont and back vowels in the adverbial sax: 

Table 21 

Quality of Adverbial Suffix Vowel 

The responses of the three groups, particularly the first and third groups, were 

similar. All preferred the front suffix variant as can be seen in the following chart: 



Figure 12 

Group I an en Group 2 an en Group 3 an 



A statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant correlation between the 

expected and observed responses with respect to backness in North American toponyrns. 

Statistical analysis was based on the traditional Hungarian pronunciation of English 

toponyms. The analysis revealed the Pearson correlation coefficient r =.588, p<.000 for 

backness. 

With Hungarian toponyms, the analysis revealed the Pearson lcorrelation 

coefficient r =.983, p<.001 for backness and the Pearson correlation coefficie:nt r =.472, 

p<.001 for roundness which is significant in both cases. 

With international toponyrns, the analysis revealed the Pearson correlation 

coefficient r =.716, p<.001 for backness and the Pearson correlation r =-.086, pe.620 for 

roundness. In this case, backness harmony was signficant but roundness harmony was 

not. 

A statistical analysis was not performed on neutral vowel roots, verbs or doublets 

due to the small number of test items. 

A statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant correlation between the 

expected and observed responses with respect to both backness (Pearson correlation 

coefficient r =.679, p <.001) and roundness (r =.653, p <:.001) in nonsense words. There 

was near-perfect application of vowel harmony in words with harmonic rightmost vowels 

and less than perfect application in words with neutral nightmost vowels. The following 

chart shows the application of vowel harmony with nonsense words in all three groups: 



Figure 13 

Backness harmony (suffix V [+back]): Nonsense words 



2.5 Discussion 

The results showed that it was possible to attribute differences to the three speaker 

groups. As predicted, the group born in Canada deviated most from the standard and the 

group in Canada for less than five years deviated least. As in previous studies, rounding 

harmony appeared to be less stable than backness harmony. The overapplication of the 

front unrounded vowel instead of the front rounded occurred more than the 

overapplication of the front rounded vowel. With the doublets, participants tended to 

prefer one form over another. With the exception of the doublets with the ablative suffix, 

the front suffix was clearly preferred. In the case of the doublets with the ablative, this 

was the only case in which the front vowel was rounded rather than rounded. It may be 

that front rounded vowels in doublets are selected less frequently than front utnrounded, 

but more research is needed to draw conclusions. The deletion of the suffix vowel in 

neutral vowel roots was not predicted and was therefore an unexpected result. As in 

previous studies, the neutral vowels appeared to have different degrees of neutrality. 

This was particulary evident in the doublets. As in previous studies, it appeared that the 

neutral vowels tended to be transparent when they were not in the final syllable of the 

root. The nonsense words patterned differently from real words. In the nonsense words, 

the neutral vowels patterned more as harmonic front vowels than they did in real words. 

This may indicate that in unfamiliar words participants tend to treat neutral vowels as 

harmonic front. 



CONCLUSION 

Vowel harmony in Hungarian is systematic and its domain is the morphological 

word. The first vowel of the root usually spreads harmony but in loanwords it is the final 

vowel of the root and in doublets there are two lexical forms, one with a black suffix 

vowel and the other a front suffix vowel. The neutral vowels are front unrouncled vowels 

which can combine with both front and back vowels. However, they are n.ot equally 

neutral: Ringen and Kontra's 1986 study showed that in mixed harmony roots, roots 

consisting of back vowels followed by a front unrounded vowel, the roots with e in the 

final syllable resulted in the highest number of front suffix vowels followed by e' and then 

i and i. Therefore, we can construct a neutrality scale and clasify i and i as the most 

neutral vowels followed by e' and e. 

The Hungarian language has two types of vowel harmony, baclkness and 

rounding. Utasi-McRobbie's study showed that in cases of imperfect language 

performance, backness harmony occurred where roundling harmony did not.. Though 

there were cases where participants applied a front rounded vowel instead of a front 

unrounded one, such cases were rare. The opposite, the overapplication (of a fiont 

unrounded vowel instead of a rounded one, was much more common. Thus we can 

conclude that backness harmony is more extensive and stable than rounding harmony, 

and that rounding harmony appears to be a sub-rule of backness harmony and that in 

those cases in which rounding harmony does not occur we have a process of language 

change. 

In my experiment on vowel harmony, I recorded Hungarian speakers living in 

Vancouver for the purpose of comparing the results of the sociolinguistic experiment 

with the literature. It was discovered that participants divided into three speaker groups 

applied vowel harmony differently. The first group consisted of Hungarian speakers born 

in Canada, the second of Hungarian speakers who had been in Canada for under 5 years, 

and the third of Hungarian speakers who had been in Canada for over 20 years. The 

responses of the first group deviated the most from the standard and the responses of the 



second were usually closest to the standard. The responses of the second and third 

groups were similar; the responses of the firs1 group varied the most from the other 

groups. For example, with toponyms which combined with the inessive suffix -ban/-hen, 

the first group favoured the front sufix variant -hen in the majority of instances but the 

second and third groups favoured the back suffix variant -ban. 

I performed a chi-square test to determine statistical significance in the selection 

of suffix variants in the three groups. The limitations of the test were that there were only 

three speakers in the first group and two speakers in the second. Nevertheless, the test 

determined that there was statistical significance in the toponyms, real words, neutral 

vowel roots and doublets at the .05 level but no statistical significance in the nonsense 

words or the doublets. 

In a few cases, Hungarian toponyms consisting solely of front unrounded vowels, 

i.e. 'Viss', 'Redics', combined with back suffix vowels. This was probably due to the 

status of the front unrounded vowels as neutral vowel:; which can combine with both 

front and back vowels. In those cases where the front unrounded roots combined with 

back suEx vowels, they behaved as neutral vowel roots. 

In the comparison of nonsense words with real words, more unanimous responses 

were recorded with the real words. Bachess harmony was shown to be more stable than 

rounding harmony because in many cases, a front unrounded suffix vowel was recorded 

instead of a front rounded one. The opposite, a front rounded suffix vowel recorded 

instead of a front unrounded one, occurred in relatively few cases. 

With the neutral vowel roots to which participants attached the accusative suffix, 

the majority used back suffix vowels consistently, but in a few instances, front sd5x 

vowels were recorded. More common, however, was the deletion of the s u f i  vowel, a 

process which I had not expected. This can be considered a case of language chmge. 

Participants consisently chose the back suflix variant -tok with the neutral vowel 

root verbs. The one verb which was an exception was 'visit', a verb which was probably 

unfamiliar to many. In this case, the front variant -tek was recorded in many instances. 

It was with the fiont rounded verbs that there was more variation. In a significant 

number of cases involving front rounded verbs, the front unrounded -tek was recorded, 



indicating that rounding harmony is less stable and less extensive than backness 

harmony. 

With the doublets, it was clear that those with e in the final syllable tniggered the 

most front suffix vowels, followed by e' and then i and i. This confirmed the results of 

Ringen and Kontra's 1986 study. In most cases, the choice of suffix vowel did not 

appear random. Most participants clearly exhibited a preference for one form over 

another. In a few cases, the front and back suf%x variants were very evenly distributed, 

but with doublets that had e in the final root, the front variant was always selected by the 

majority. It was unclear whether participants' responses were influencled by the 

underlying form of a suffix. In the case of the ablative suffix -rW-rW used with the 

second group of doublets, the underlying -r61 was recorded in 261 out of 450 cases, a 

percentage of 58%. Perhaps the underlying form of a suffix influences the choice of 

suffix vowel, but more research is needed to determine this. 

My experiment provided evidence for the neutrality scale which classifies the 

neutral vowels from least neutral to most neutral. It was shown that in mixed roots the 

vowel e consistently triggers the highest number of front suffix vowels. Therefore, we 

can classi@ this vowel as the most harmonic front and the least neutral. The vowels i and 

i trigger the fewest front suffix vowels; thus, they are the least harmonic front and the 

most neutral. 

The results of my experiment showed evidence for the neutrality scale of the 

neutral vowels, the different applications of vowel harm~ony by the three spealker groups 

and cases of language change. This was evident by: 

1) the selection of fronthack variants in doublets which corresponded to the neutrality 
of the neutral vowels, 

2) the selection of the inessive suffix variants -ban/-Ben by the three speaker groups, 

3) the loss of rounding harmony in the suffix, 

4) the use of front suffix vowels with the neutral vowel roots, 

5) the use of mid suffix vowels with the lowering roots, 

6) the deletion of suffix vowels. 



To determine the neutrality of the neutral vowels, we can compare the frequency 

of the ablative front variant - r d  in the doublets following i in aszpirin 'aspirin', 

following e' in klarine't 'clarinet' and a#& 'quarrel', and following e in dzsungel 'jungle' 

and zsciner 'genre'. 

Table 22 

Neutrality of Neutral Vowels 

Doublets I % of front variant 

aszpirin I 36.7% 

These results provide strong evidence for the neutrality scale which classifies i as 

the most neutral vowel and e as the least neutral. 

The selection of the inessive suffix variants -bad-ben with toponyrns varied in the 

I 

three speaker groups. 

dzsungel 

Table 23 

62.2% 

Selection of Inessive Suffix Variants 

I Suflix Variants I Group 1 I Group 2 1 Group 3 



From the results it is clear that the second and third groups preferrod the back 

suffix variant and the first group preferred the front sax variant. The responses of the 

second and third groups in all categories tended to be similar and the responses of the 

first group tended to vary significantly. Since the second and third groups consisted of 

native Hungarian speakers born in Europe, and the first group consisted of Hungarian 

speakers born in Canada, this pattern was expected. 

To test the loss of rounding harmony we can compare the results of roots in 

category two with the ablative suffix variant -hod-hed-hoz. 

Table 24 

Loss of Rounding Harmony 

Variants I Standard I Group 1 /oup 2 I Group 3 7  

The responses of the second and third groups were very close to the standard. 

The first group, however, by overapplying the front unrounded variant -he2 and 

underapplying the front rounded variant -hoz, clearly exhibited a loss of rounding 

harmony. 

In the neutral vowel roots we can test language change by determining the 

frequency of front variants. Since the neutral vowel roots combine with back: variants, 

all responses with front variants were non-standard. 



Table 25 

Front Suffix Vowels with Neutral Vowel Roots 

Group 1 20.4% 1 
Group 2 

The first group recorded a significantly higher number of front sufiix variants 

than the other two groups, deviating most from the standard and providing clear evidence 

of language change. 

Of the neutral vowel roots, 50% were also lowering roots and therefore required 

low back suffix vowels. As a result, all responses which combined the lowering roots 

with mid suffix vowels were non-standard. 

Table 26 

Mid Suffix Vowels with Lowering Roots 

Variants Standard Group 1 

50% 14.8% (-35.2%) 

-0t 50% 55.6% (+5.6%) 

The results indicate that the first group underapplied the low vowel and 

overapplied the mid vowel, a clear case of language change. The responses of the second 

and third groups were both close to the standard, but the third group underapplied the low 

vowel more than the second group, and also underapplied the mid vowel. 

Another case of language change is the deletion of suffix vowels which occurred 

with the neutral vowel roots. All responses which deleted suffix vowels in neutral roots 

were non-standard. This is illustrated by the following ta'ble: 



Table 27 

Suffix Vowel Deletion in Neutral Vowel Roots 

Group 1 9.2% 

Group 2 5.6% 

Group 3 

As in previous cases, the first group best exhibited language change in progress 

and therefore the greatest deviation from the standard. This deviation in the first group, a 

group consisting of participants born in Canada, can be attributed to language attrition. 

In the second and third groups, the responses did not deviate significantly from the 

standard. Though the participants of the third group had been in Canada longer than 

those of the second group, their responses were similar imd in certain cases were closest 

to the standard. The selection of inessive suffix variants by the three speaker groups 

reflected the overall pattern of the three groups: the responses of the first group deviated 

the most of the three groups and the responses of the second and third groups were 

similar. 

In the experiment it was shown that of the two types of vowel harmony, backness 

harmony and rounding harmony, backness harmony is the more extensive and stable of 

the two, There were many instances in which a front mounded vowel was applied 

instead of a front rounded one, but relatively few in which a front rounded vowel was 

applied instead of a front mounded one. 

In the case of the neutral vowel roots, a limited set of roots consisting of front 

vowels which combine with back suffix vowels, a number of participants applied front 

vowels in the suffix. The reverse, the application of a back suffix vowel to a root with 

harmonic front vowels, was not as common but also occurred. For example, the back 

adessive variant -on was suffixed to the Hungarian toponyms 'RCdics7 and 'Viss' in 

3.3% and 10% of cases. We can compare this to the neutral vowel root h a  'bark' in 



which the front accusative variant -et was suffixed in 20% of cases rather than the 

expected back variant -at. A number of participants deleted the suffix vowel of the 

neutral vowel roots and applied the accusative suffix -r. In these cases, the process of 

suffix deletion was applied. In the neutral vowel root nyil 'arrow' -t was the response in 

12.2% of cases. With the lowering roots dij 'prize7 and nyil 'arrow', participants applied 

a mid suffix vowel rather than the expected low vowel in 3.3% of cases. 

The experiment on Hungarian vowel harmony exhibited differences in the 

responses of the three speaker groups: the first group clearly deviated the most from the 

standard. It was also this group which recorded the greatest loss of rounding harmony. 

The participants7 responses were af5ected by the following processes: the loss of 

rounding harmony, the application of front suffix vowels with the neutral vowel roots, the 

application of mid suffix vowels with the lowering roots, and the deletion, of suffix 

vowels in the neutral vowel roots. Based on these results, I propose that this is evidence 

of language change in progress. 

3.1 Summary 

The sociolinguistic experiment on Hungarian vowel harmony leaves many 

questions for further research. These can be listed as follows: 

1) Why do the neutral vowels have different degrees of neutrality? 

2) What is the significance of the count effect on the selection of suffix vowel? 

3) Is the selection of suffix vowel in doublets randorn? 

4) What is the role of stress in Hungarian vowel harmony? 

5 )  Why is backness harmony more stable than rounding harmony? 

6) Do neutral vowels pattern more as harmonic front vowels in unfamiliar words 
than in familiar words? 

It was determined that there is a neutrality scale for the neutral vowels which 

classifies the high front unrounded i as the most neutral vowel followed by the mid front 

unrounded e' and the low front unrounded e. This was observed in Kontra and Ringen7s 

experiment (1986) as well as in mine. I clearly noticed this pattern in participants7 



responses with doublets. Nevertheless, it is not clear why the neutral valwels have 

different degrees of neutrality. This remains a goal of future research. 

Count effect appeared to have a significance on the selection of suffic vowel in 

certain cases but not in others. For example, participants suffixed the inessive back 

variant -ban to 'Saskatchewan' in 100% of cases. 'Saskatchewan', a root with three back 

vowels and one front vowel appears to be a good example of a root in which the higher 

ratio of back vowels to front vowels influenced the selection of suffix vowel. However, 

in the root 'Massachusetts', though there are three back vowels to one front vowel, the 

front suffix variant -ben was chosen in 64.4% of cases. The preference for the front 

suffix variant may also be due to its position in the final syllable of the root. Determining 

the significance of the count effect and the significance of the neutral vowel in the final 

syllable of the root also remain goals of future research. 

With the doublets it appeared that the choice of s a x  vowel was not random. 

Participants seemed to exhibit a clear preference for one vowel over another. However, 

with the ablative variants participants selected both the front and back vowel variants in 

50% of cases. Since the ablative front vowel variant contains a front rounded vowel, it 

could be that when the front vowel variant is a rounded vowel, there is a tendency to 

apply it less frequently than when it is a front mounded vowel. More research is needed 

to clarify this. Nevertheless, an experiment with a larger number of participants and 

more doublets would clarify the randomness of suffix choice with the doublets. 

With the doublet kgnes participants selected the front dative variant -nek in 

73.3% of cases but with the doublet Jbzsef they selected the same variant in 88.9% of 

cases. Though both doublets consist of a back vowel followed by the low front 

unrounded e, there was a significant difference in the selection of suffix vowel. This may 

indicate that certain back vowels in the root trigger a back vowel in the suffix more 

frequently than other back vowels. This also remains a goal of further research. 

Further research could also help to clarify the reason one suffix vowel is favoured 

over another. For example, it may be the case that with a doublet such as 'Jbzsef, 

participants who choose the front dative suffix variant -nek have a strong tendency to 

treat the neutral vowel e as a harmonic front vowel and may also have a tendency to 

spread vowel harmony from the final vowel of the root to the suffix. Likewise, it may be 



the case that for participants who choose the back dative suffix variant - ~ a k  they have a 

strong tendency to treat the neutral vowel e as a transparent vowel and may adso have a 

tendency to favour back vowels over front vowels ill vowel harmony. Participants 

favoured back vowels over front vowels in their selection of suffix vowels with 

international toponyms; therefore, there may be a preference for the back vowel over the 

front vowel. 

Stress may play a role in vowel harmony but I did not analyze this in my 

experiment. Nevertheless, an experiment which compared suffix vowels of roots with 

stressed front vowels and stressed back vowels could provide data to support or counter 

the view that stress is important in vowel harmony. 

Rounding harmony appears to be far l e s  stable and less extensive than backness 

harmony because participants were much likelier to apply backness harnnony than 

rounding. This could be due to the markedness of the front rounded vowels but further 

research would further clarify the reason backness harmony is more stable. 

The responses recorded with nonsense words exhibited a tendency to treat the 

neutral vowels as harmonic front vowels more often than was the case with real words. 

Thus, it may be the case that the neutral vowels pattern more as harmonic front vowels in 

unfamiliar words than they do in familiar words. Further research is necessary to clarify 

the issues listed here. Goals of future research include clarifying the reason the neutral 

vowels have different degrees of neutrality, examining the significance of the count 

effect, determining if the neutral vowels pattern more as front harmonic vowels in 

unfamiliar words than familiar words and exploring whether for the purposes of vowel 

harmony the back vowels are less marked than the front vowels. 
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APPENDIX B 

INFORMATION FORM 

1. What is your name? 

2. Where were you born? 

3. How long have you been in Canada? 

4. How often do you speak Hungarian? 

5. What is your age group? 

19-29 

3 0-3 9 

40-49 

50-59 

60-69 

70-79 

80-89 



APPENDIX C 

What is your age group? 

How often do you speak Hungarian? 

daily (22) 

occasionally (2 )  

seldom (6)  

How long have you been in Canada? 

approximately 6 months 

approximately 4 years 

approximately 25 years 

approximately 30 years 

approximately 35 years 

approximately 40 years 

approximately 45 years 

approximately 50 years 

approximately 55 years 



APPENDIX D 

Where were you born? 

Hungary (20) 

Romania (3) 

Serbia (2) 

Slovenia (1) 

Slovakia (1) 

Canada (3) 

Where in Hungary were you born? 

Budapest (7) 

Western Hungary (6) 

Eastern Hungary (7) 



APPENDIX E 

Carrier Sentences of Sociolinguistic Experiment 

Category 1 Toponyms 

Peter Sopronban lakik. Peter lives in Sopron. 
Peter Egerben lakik. Peter lives in Eger. 
Peter Szegeden lakik. Peter lives in Szeged. 
Peter SArospatakon lakik. Peter lives in SArospatak. 
P6ter Fertodiin lakik. Peter lives in Fertod. 

Categories 2 and 3 Nonsense Words and Real Words 

Vidd a szekrenyhez. Take it to the wardrobe. 
Vidd az asztalhoz. Take it to the table. 
Vidd a tet~hoz. Take it to the roof. 

Category 4 Neutral Vowel Roots 

ablak 'window' 
kert 'garden' 

Category 5 Verbs 

beszkl ' speak' 
ir 'write' 
repiil 'fly' 

Category 6 Doublets 

First Group Dative Suffix 

Nem latom az ablakot. I don't see the winclow. 
Nem latom a kertet. I don't see the garden. 

Beszkltek. You (2pl) are speaking. 
irtok. You (2pl.) are writing. 
Repiiltok. You (2pl.) are flying. 

Kinek adta? AndrClsnak Who did helshe give it to? To Andrew. 
Kinek adta? Peternek. Who did helshe give it to? To Peter. 



Second Group Ablative Suf f i  

Mirol beszdl? A h h 6 l  What is helshe talking about? About the h~ouse. 
Mirol beszdl? A ndvrol. What is hdshe talking about? About the nmne. 

Third Group Instrumental Suffm 

isviinyviz 'mineral water' 
Az isviinyvizzel kkrem. I'd like it with the mineral water. 
@Y 'bed' 
Az kggyal kdrem, I'd like it with the bed. 

Fourth Group Adverbial Suffix 

Hogyan csinklta? Szepen How did hdshe do it? Beautihlly. 
Hogyan csinklta? Gyorsan. How did hdshe do it? Quickly. 



APPENDIX F 

Results by Group 

Hungarian Toponyms 

Borcs Group 1 -ben 77.8% 
Borcs Group 2 -On 100% 
Bores Grour, 3 -ben 57.3 % -an 4;!.7% 

Biikk Group 3 -ben 76% -on 24% 
CelldCimolk Group 1 -ben 55.5% -6n 44.4% 

1 Celldomolk I Grouo 2 I 
t 1 I 

I -on 100% 
CelldomiSlk Group 3 -ben 2 1.3% -on 78.7% 
Esztergom Group 1 
Esztergom Group 2 
Eszterrzom Group 3 
Fured Group 1 -enhen 100% 
Fiired Group 2 -en 100% 
Fiired Group 3 -en/-ben 100% 

-on 100% 
-6n 80% 

Miskolc Group 1 -on/-ban 100% 
Miskolc Group 2 -on 100% 

Gyongyijs 
Gyongyos 
Gyongyos 
Gyor 
Gyor 
Gy or 
Kompiic 
Kompoc 
Kompoc 
Mez6d 

Miskolc Group 3 
Nyoger Group 1 -en/-ben 100% - 
Nyorz6r Group 2 -en/-ben 100% - - 
Nyogbr Group 3 -en/-ben 100% 
~ ~ l y  Group 1 -en/-ben 100% 

Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group I 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group I 
Group 2 
Group 3 
G r o u ~  I 

- 
PBly Group 2 -en/-ben 100% 
P6ly Group 3 -en/-ben 93% 

-en/-ben 55.5% 

-ben 12% 
-ben 100% 
-ben 50% 
-bed-et 70.7% 
-ben 100% 

-en/-ben 32% 
-ben 100% 

-on 44.4% 
-on 100% 
-on 88% 

4 n  50% 
-on/-ott 29.3% 

-6n 100% 
-on 68% 



I Rkdics 1 Group 1 I -en/-ben 100% 1 1 
Redics 

I 

I G r o u ~  2 I -en 100% I 
Redics Group 3 -en/-ben 94.7% 
Siimeg G r o u ~  1 -en/-ben 100% 

ijll~s Group 2 1 -en 100% 
iilles Group 3 1 -en/-ben 100% 

I viss 1 G o  1 I -ben 88.8% I -ban 11.1% 
Viss 
Viss 

International Toponyms 

Zirc 
Zirc 
Zirc 

/ AthC 

Group 2 
Grouv 3 

/ Bukarest 

i 

-en 100% 
-en/-ben 80% 

Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 

I Bukarest 

I Goteborg 

-ben 88.8% 
-en/-ben 100% 
-en/-ben 94.7% 

I Jeruzsalem 

-on 5.3% 

Group 2 I -en/-ben 100% I 
Group 3 I -enhen 100% I 
Group 1 I -ben 100% 1 
Group 2 I 
Group 3 1 -ben 29.3% -an 70.7% 

Group 1 / -ben 77.7% -22.2% 



Kobe Group 1 I -ben 66.6% 1 1  1.1% 

I I 

Madrid I Group 3 ~ 1 0 0 %  

Kobe 

Kobe 

Lima 

Lima 

Lima 

Madrid 

Madrid 

Pkizs I Group 1 I 1 -ban 100% 
I I 

Pkizs Group 2 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Pkizs I Group 3 

Szoul 1 Group 1 

-ben 100% 

-ben 30% 

. - 
-ben 11.1% 

-ban 45.3% 

-ban 100% 

-ban 200% 

-ban 97.3% 

-ban 88.8% 

-ban 100% 

Szoul 

Szoul 

Tallinn 

Tallinn 

Tallinn 

Taskent 

Taskent 

Taskent 

Tel Aviv 

Tel Aviv 

Tel Aviv 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

-ben 16% 

-ben 22.2% 

-ben 6.7% 

-ben 66.6% 

-ben 16.7% 

-ben 73.3% 

-ben 55.5% 

-ben 24% 

-ban 100% 

-on/-ban 84% 

-ban 77.7% 

-ban 1100% 

-on/-ban 93.3% 

-ban 33.3% 

-ban 83.3% 

-on/-ban 26.7% 

-ban 44.4% 

-ban 100% 

-on/-ban 76% 



North American Toponyms 

Alberni 1 Group 1 I -ben 88.8% 
I I 

Alberni I Group 2 I -ben 100% 
I I 

Alberni I Group 3 I -ben 78.7% 
I I 

Burnaby / Group 1 I -ben 66.6% 
I I 

Burnaby I Group 2 I -ben 83.3% 
I 1 

Burnaby I Group 3 I -ben61.3% 

I I -- 1 Group 2 I -ben 66.6% 

I I 
Coquitlam Group 1 

I I 

Coquitlam I Group 2 I -ben 50% 
I I 

Coquitlam I Group 3 I -ben 2.7% 
I I 

Delta I Group 1 
I I 

Delta I Group 2 
I I . .  

Delta I Group 3 
I I 

Langley Group 1 -ben 100% 

I I 

Los Angeles I Group 2 I -ben 100% 
I I 

Los Angeles Group 3 -ben 86.7% 

Maple Ridge I Group 1 / -en/-ben 100% 
I I 

Maple Ridge Group 2 -en/-ben 100% 

Maple Ridge I Group 3 / -en/-ben 97.3% 

Massachusetts Group 1 -ben 88.8% 

Massachusetts Group 2 -ben 66.6% 

Massachusetts Group 3 -ben 70.7% 

Montrebl Group 1 

Montrebl Group 2 

Montre 61 Group 3 



New Brunswick Group 1 I -ben 88.8% Fr ]  
I 

New B m w i c k  I Group 3 I -ben 17.3% 

I I 

New Brunswick Group 2 I -ben 66.6% 

1 I 

New Hampshire 

New Hampshire 

New Hampshire 

Group 1 I -ben 55.5% 

Group 2 -ben 100% 

Group 3 -ben 17.3% 
I I 

Saskatchewan 
I I 

I I 

Seattle I Group 2 I -ben 100% 

Group 1 

Saskatchewan 

Saskatchewan 

Seattle 

I I 
Seattle I Group 3 I -ben 25.3% 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 -ben 33.3% 

I I 

Squamish I Group 1 I -ben 11.1% 
I I 

Squamish I Group 2 I -ben 50% 

I Texas 

Squamish 

Surrey 

Surrey 

Surrey 

Texas 

Texas 

I Group 3 I 

Group 3 -ben 4% 

Group 1 -ben 100% 

Group 2 -ben 100% 

Group 3 -ben 100% 

Group 1 

Group 2 

I 

Vancouver I Group 1 I -ben 44.4% 

I Vancouver I Group 2 

Vancouver 

Vermont 

I Windsor I Group 1 

Group 3 -ben 70.7% 

Group 1 

Vermont 

Vermont 

Windsor I Group 2 

Group 2 

Group 3 -ben 1.3% 

I I 

Windsor I Group 3 I -ben 2.7% 



Nonsense Words 

albhnk I Group 1 

albhnk Group 2 

albhnk Group 3 

bahul Group 1 

bahul Group 2 

bahul Group 3 

bil6z Group 1 

bi14 Group 2 

bilkz Group 3 

fomp6t I Group 1 

I 

kumpig / Group 1 
I 

kumpig ( Group 2 
I 

kumpig I Group 3 
I 

metes 1 Group 1 
I 

metes I Group 2 

metes Group 3 

obbold Group 1 

obbold Group 2 

obbold Group 3 

ontbon I Group 1 

Dntbon I Group 2 

6ntbon I Group 3 

I Group 1 

I Group 2 

I Group 3 



riltak I Group 2 1 I I -hoz 100% 

pCrcse 

p6rcse 

pCrcse 

riltak 

riltak j Group 3 j -hez 1.3% j -h& 1.3% 7 ~ ~ 9 7 . 4 %  

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

I I I 
udmisz 1 Group 1 I -hez 66.7% 1 -pG--hoz3.3% 

sonyor 

sonyor 

sonyor 

tCszkocs 

tCszkocs 

teszkocs 

I I I 
udmisz I Group 2 1 -hez 16.7% 1 1 8 3 . 3 %  

-hez 100% 

-hez 100% 

-hez 94.6% 

udmisz j Group 3 j -hez 53.4% j -h6z I 1 . 3 ~  -5.3% 

-hoz 2.2% 

-hiiz 2.7% 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

iigmiit 1 Group I 1 -he2 55.5% i -h& 44.4% 
I I 

iigrnut I G~OUP 2 1 j - ~ G Z  1 0 0 ~ 1  

-hez 1 1.1 % 

-hez 2.7% 

-hez 1.3% 

iigmiit / Group 3 / -hez 18.7% / -h62 66.7% -14.7% 

-hoz 1.3% 

-hoz 22.2% 

-hoz 2.7% 

-hoz 88.8% 

-hoz 100% 

-hoz 96% 

-hoz 77.7% 

-hoz 1100% 

-hoz 96% 



Real Words 

allomas Group 1 
allomas Group 2 
allomh Group 3 

fu Group 3 -hez 1.3% -haz 97.3% 
fiil Group 1 -hez 66.6% -hoz 33.3% 
fiil Group 2 -hez 16.6% -hoz 83.3% 
fiil Group 3 -hez 10.7% -hoz 86.7% 



Neutral Vowel Roots 

-at 55.5% -ot 33.3% 

-at 100% - 
-at 93.3 % - 

-0t 77.7% - 
-0t 100% 

-0t 98.7?4 

-at 83.3% 

12% -at65.3% -ot 1.3% - 
-0t 1 OO%> 

-0t 100'34, 

-at 1.3% -0t 98.796 

-at 33.3% -0t 22.296 

-at 83.3% 

-at 90.7% - 
-0t 100% 

-at 6.7% -0t 93.396 



Verbs 

b ir Group 1 -tok 100% 

bir Group 2 -tok 100% 

bir Group 3 -tok 100% 

foz Group 1 -tek 33.3% -tok 66.6% 

f ~ z  Group 2 -tok 100% 

f0z Group 3 -tek 8% -tGk 92% 

futyiil Group 1 -t6k 100% 

fiityiil Group 2 -tok 100% 

fiityii~ j Group 3 j -tek 6.7% j -tok 93.3% 7- 
indul I Group 1 I 

I 

I I I 

iszik I Group 1 I 

indul 

indul 

Group 2 

Group 3 

I I I 

iszik I Group 3 1 

I I I 

kohog / Group 1 j -tek 22.2% / -tok 77.7% 1- 

iszik 

I I 
kohog I Group 2 I / -t6k 100% 

Group 2 

I I I 

I I 

nyog I Group 2 1 

kohog 
I I 

nyog 

sopor IGroupl I-tekl1.1% 

Group 3 

Group 1 

nyog 

-tek 8% -tok 92% 

Group 3 

sopor 

sopor 

vidul 

vidul 

vidul 

visit 

visit 

visit 

-tek 4% 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

-tek 10.7% 

-tek 77.7% 

-tek 22.7% 

-tok 100% 

-tok 89.3% 

-t6k 22.2% 

-tok 2.7% 

-t6k 1.3% 

-tok 77.7% 

-tok 100% 

-tok 97.3% 

-tok 22.2% 

-tok 100% 
P 

-tok 76% 



Doublets 

I Agnes I Group 1 I -nek 66.6% 1 -nak 33 .3 !q  

~ g n e s  j Group 2 j -nek 83.3% j -nak 1 6 . 7 ( d  
I I I 

Agnes I Group 3 / -nek 73.3% 1 -nak 26.7% 
I I I 

hotel I Group 1 ( -nek 100% 1 1 
I I I 

hotel I Group 2 1 -nek 100% / 1 
hotel 1 Group 3 1 -nek 76% i -nak 24% 1 
J6zsef j Group 1 j -nek 88.8% j -nak 1 1.1 ?q 

I I I 

J6zsef I Group 2 1 -nek 100% / 1 
Jozsef i Group 3 1 -nek 88% i -nak 12% 1 

I szalamander 1 Group 1 i -nek 88.8% i -nak 1 1 . 1 4  

/ szalamander 1 Group 2 -nek 50% -nak 50% 1 
I szalamander 1 Group 3 1 -nek 90.7% i -nak 9 . 3 % 1  



I awessziv I Group 1 I -en 66.6% / -an 3 3 . 3 % 1  
I I 

aggressziv I Group 2 1 -en 100% I I 1 
I 

aggressziv 1 Group 3 1 -en 69.3% / -an 3 0 . 7 % 1  

konkrtt Group 1 -en 44.4% -an 55.5% 
konkret Group 2 -en 33.3% -an 66.6% 


